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Why do some schools in high-poverty communities produce 

remarkable stories of success while others fail? 

�is study, conducted by Public Agenda and sponsored by the 

Ohio Business Roundtable, the Ohio Department of Education 

and �e Ohio State University, attempts to shed light on this 

fundamentally important question by talking directly to educators, 

students and parents from nine high-achieving, high-poverty  

Ohio schools. Our purpose was to learn more about how princi-

pals, teachers, parents and students de�ne the keys to success and  

to highlight some of the speci�c strategies and decisions that are 

used in these high-achieving schools. Moreover, we wanted to 

understand more about how these schools sustain e�ective practices 

and what, in their view, helps them to weather tough times. Our 

hope is that the insights and ideas that emerge here will stimulate 

fresh, open and constructive dialogue on K–12 education in Ohio.  

Executive Summary
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Key Attributes of Nine Successful,  

High-Poverty Schools 

�e primary and secondary schools we visited for this 

study—a mix of traditional public schools, magnet schools 

and a charter school—face many of the challenges that  

are often believed to impede high-poverty schools from 

improving student outcomes: ever-tightening budgets, 

restrictive regulatory policies and labor agreements, parents 

whose socioeconomic situation makes it di�cult for them 

to participate in their child’s education and a high propor-

tion of students who are not well prepared for school.  

Yet students in these schools show remarkable academic 

achievements.

�is report summarizes key attributes and practices that 

educators, parents and students pointed to across these 

nine schools—attributes that emerged with remarkable 

consistency. �e principals, teachers, parents and students 

we interviewed talked about them repeatedly—with each 

group using its own words and images—and they deemed 

them to be essential to their academic success. Moreover, 

we heard again and again, it is the well-concerted interplay 

of all these attributes and practices that produces the  

school environment in which high academic achievement 

is the norm. 

Here, in brief, is what we heard from administrators, 

teachers, parents and students in these nine successful 

schools: 

1. Principals lead with a strong and clear vision for

their school, engage sta� in problem solving and 

decision making and never lose sight of their 

school’s goals and outcomes. In each of these 

schools, we met principals who envision their schools 

to be places where all children can learn. For these 

principals “failure is not an option.” Interviews with 

teachers, parents and others con�rmed that these 

principals earn trust and respect by engaging and 

supporting their sta� in building the structures, 

practices and con�dence necessary to ful�ll this vision. 

Moreover, these principals take personal responsibility 

for their school’s success, and they hold sta� and 

students accountable to do the same. 

2. Teachers and administrators are dedicated to

their school’s success and committed to making 

a di�erence in their students’ lives. �e educators 

we spoke to expressed great commitment to and 

compassion for their students and are proud to be 

working in a school where students can feel safe and 

supported. Both teachers and administrators are 

determined to do “whatever is best” for their students—

a mind-set that often seemed to make administrative 

and contractual stipulations less relevant.  

3. School leaders provide genuine opportunities

and incentives for teachers to collaborate, and 

teachers say that collaboration and sharing best 

practices are keys to their e�ectiveness. In all  

of these schools, teachers reported that they work 

together to support one another, learn from one 

another’s experiences, develop new strategies and 

evaluate instructional practices. Applicants for teaching 

positions in these schools are typically evaluated for 

their potential to be team players, and teachers 

currently on the sta� are often included in the hiring 

process to assess whether a potential new colleague will 

�t in with their team. 

4. Teachers regard student data as clarifying and

helpful, and they use it to plan instruction. �e 

nine schools examined in this study all use test data 

provided by the state for planning and evaluation,  

and some also collect their own data through frequent 

assessments and student surveys. Both principals and 

teachers told us that looking at student data informs 

instruction, intervention and planning in these 

schools, and teachers often talked about the role 

teacher collaboration plays in spreading the use of  

data across entire schools. According to principals 

and teachers, examining student data and talking 

about how to address the speci�c problems it reveals 

often produce further opportunities for sta� to work 

together and learn from one another.

Executive Summary
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5. Principals and teachers have high expectations

for all students and reject any excuses for 

academic failure. In these schools, all students are 

expected to succeed academically, and all students are 

expected to do their part. Teachers and administrators 

frequently pointed out that they accept no excuses  

for a student’s failure to complete his or her work  

and they make no excuses for themselves when their 

students receive low scores on a test. At the same time, 

students know that their teachers are a reliable and 

eager source of support. 

6. School leaders and teachers set high expecta-

tions for school discipline and the behavior of all 

students. Teachers repeatedly said that administrators 

in their schools institute and enforce consistent 

disciplinary procedures across classrooms and hallways 

and promote a school climate focused on learning and 

good student behavior. �ey consistently reported that 

setting and enforcing high expectations for student 

behavior frees both teachers and students to concen-

trate on instruction and learning. 

7. Schools o�er students nontraditional incentives

for academic success and good behavior. �ese 

schools do not shy away from motivating students 

with tangible incentives. Many of the administrators 

and teachers told us that the promise of more com-

puter time, free food, a class trip, a movie night or 

even a cellphone can go a long way toward helping 

students work harder and behave better. Even though 

resources for such practices vary across schools, each 

seems to have found its own ways and means to 

incentivize student behavior. 

8. Students feel valued, loved and challenged. 

They are confident that their teachers will help 

them succeed and be at their side if they hit a 

rough patch. �e students we talked to are well aware 

and proud of their school’s success, and they recognize 

and value their teachers’ and administrators’ commit-

ment. Many emphasized the personal connection they 

feel to teachers, and other sta�, and often described 

these adults as mentors and con�dants.  

9. While parent and community support can be an

asset, principals and teachers do not see their 

absence as an insurmountable barrier to student 

learning and achievement. Some of these schools, 

we heard, have developed e�ective strategies for 

involving parents in their children’s education. Others 

provide remarkable examples of how business partner-

ships can bene�t public schools. A number of schools, 

however, are focused almost exclusively on what 

happens within school walls—on what principals, 

teachers and students can do even without extensive 

parent and community support. 

10. School leaders and teachers seek to continuously 

 improve practices and student achievement. They  

 take today’s success as tomorrow’s starting point. 

 Despite their schools’ successes, teachers and adminis- 

 trators we met do not believe that they have reached

 the upper limit of academic excellence. Principals 

 frequently said that they use their school’s momentum 

 to further challenge their teachers. Similarly, teachers 

 often employ positive results to energize one another 

 and to motivate their students to keep striving  

 to improve. 

11. Each school tells its own story of change and

improvement, yet some commonalities exist. 

None of the schools examined here followed the exact 

same path to high achievement. �e diverse stories of 

these nine schools provide encouraging evidence that 

change is possible and can occur in di�erent ways. Yet 

in each school, administrators and sta� pointed to 

some form of a fresh start as impetus for change. And 

nearly all told us that they began seeing improvements 

once they became willing to experiment with practices, 

to self-assess and to make adjustments along the way.

Executive Summary
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How Can It Be Sustained? Recommendations 

Emerging from the Research

�roughout this report we present powerful, concrete 

examples of how nine high-poverty Ohio schools helped 

their students learn and succeed academically—as told to 

us by the principals, teachers, parents and students who  

are directly involved in these schools’ success. We collected 

these schools’ stories of success with the hope that they  

will stimulate constructive conversations and change in 

other Ohio schools.

In addition, this study sought to explore the equally impor-

tant question of how already successful schools sustain 

their success over time and to hear what principals, 

teachers, parents and students in these remarkable schools 

believe is needed for them to be able keep their school on 

an upward trajectory. 

Here are the most important issues that emerged in these 

discussions and which we believe education leaders need  

to address, both to match the success of these high-achiev-

ing schools and to sustain e�ective practices in schools  

over time. 

3 Plan for smooth principal transitions. Sta� and 

parents in these already successful schools believed that 

to minimize risk to their students’ academic success, a 

new leader must work closely with sta� and collaborate 

with the outgoing principal to learn about their school’s 

culture and practices.

3 Engage teachers. Educators in these schools expressed

genuine commitment to their school’s mission and 

believed strongly in their school’s reforms. �ey said 

that they value the active role they have in developing 

and implementing the practices and attitudes that 

contribute to their school’s success. And they feel that 

their practices are solidly supported by formal routines 

and protocols (such as those around teamwork, inter-

ventions and discipline) that will help them weather 

possible leadership transitions.

3 When hiring, make sure incoming teachers

endorse the school’s vision and practices. Admin-

istrators in these schools told us they hire carefully and 

strategically, and we heard that they involve teachers 

(and often parents) to ensure that new sta� will only 

further—and never disrupt—the school’s culture of  

success. 

Characteristics of participating schools

> A majority of the students served by these schools live in poverty—50 percent or more are eligible for free  

 or reduced-price lunches.

> Each school has demonstrated outstanding academic student achievement in one of three ways:

 1. Received the state of Ohio’s Schools of Promise award in 2010 and 2011 and in at least one year before that. 

  In 2011, the award required passing grades on state math and reading tests from at least 75 percent of all 

  students, at least 75 percent of ethnic/racial minority students and at least 75 percent of economically 

  disadvantaged students (for exact requirements, see Methodology at the end of this report).

 2. Showed remarkable improvements in students’ performance in recent years and fell short of receiving the 

  Schools of Promise award in 2011 by only a couple of students. 

 3. Have achievement scores on par with schools that received a Schools of Promise award but have not yet 

  graduated a senior class (and thus are not qualified for the award). 

> Schools were chosen to make up a geographically diverse sample (rural, urban and suburban schools from 

 across the state) and to represent various types of both primary and secondary schools, including traditional 

 public schools (some lottery based) and one community (charter) school. 

Executive Summary
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3 Leverage a great reputation. �ese schools’ positive

reputations seem to go a long way in attracting and 

keeping ambitious teachers, motivating students and 

stimulating community pride and support. We heard 

that these schools keep a close eye on their reputation 

and have learned to use it to their continued bene�t.

3 Be careful about burnout. Administrators and sta�

in these schools admitted that they often �nd their jobs 

exhausting, but they also told us that they thrive on 

their school’s successes, rejecting the idea that their level 

of commitment and dedication is unsustainable. �ey 

shared with us personal strategies for coping with 

stressful times, and school leaders seem to keep an eye 

out for when teachers need extra support. But the 

question remains as to whether these educators can be 

expected to maintain their energy and passion for years 

to come and what it may take to prevent them from 

burning out.

3 Celebrate success. �ese schools routinely celebrate

small and large successes. We heard that on their paths 

to success, celebrations and recognition of hard work  

by sta�, families and community partners helped to  

win over lingering skeptics. And once a school has 

achieved excellent results, we heard that such celebra-

tions continue to promote team spirit and pride and 

also help to energize sta� and students to continue the 

hard work.

School Profiles: Nine Stories of Success

We urge readers to review each participating school’s 

inspiring story of success in the latter part of this report. 

For each school, we describe its path to distinction and 

highlight several concrete practices that seem to have 

helped improve its students’ performance and are crucial—

according to the actors themselves—to maintaining success 

over time.

Executive Summary
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When River Valley Middle School in Gallia County �rst received 

the state of Ohio’s Schools of Promise award in 2009, administrators 

and teachers felt vindicated. Given that more than half of its  

students came from economically disadvantaged families, and that 

the school itself was the product of a consolidation of rival middle 

schools, neither community members nor state administrators 

would have bet that within just two years, more than 75 percent  

of its students would score pro�cient and above in reading and 

math—or that River Valley Middle School would further improve 

its academic performance to eventually land the state’s highest 

performance designation: “Excellent with Distinction.”1

Introduction

1A school receives the designation “Excellent with Distinction” if it meets 94 percent to 100 percent of the state performance 

indicators or has a performance index score of 100–120 (a score based on the performance of all students on state tests)  

and demonstrates above expected growth. See http://www.ode.state.oh.us. Also see Methodology at the end of this report  

for details. 
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In crucially important debates over the consistently low 

performance of Ohio public schools, we believe too little 

attention is paid to schools such as River Valley. Unfortu-

nately, among Ohio schools that serve large numbers of 

economically disadvantaged students, high-performing 

schools are rare.2 However, the existence of shining stars 

such as River Valley should alert educators, policymakers 

and the general public that despite the “obstacles” of 

poverty, success is possible in Ohio. 

We therefore set out to learn more about some of Ohio’s 

high-poverty schools that have shown remarkable academic 

success in times of ever-tightening budgets. By talking 

directly to educators, parents, students and community 

partners, we hoped to highlight what they think sets their 

school apart and to understand some of the speci�c 

strategies and practices that seem to occur routinely in 

successful high-poverty schools. We also wanted to hear 

directly from the individuals who make these schools 

successful what they believe is crucial to sustain high 

academic performance over time—a question that is 

sometimes forgotten in discussions on how to best initiate 

successful practices. 

To this end, we conducted qualitative research in nine 

high-achieving Ohio primary and secondary schools with 

high-poverty student bodies. From rural Appalachia to 

downtown Cleveland, we visited a wide variety of schools, 

including eight that constitute traditional public schools 

(�ve of which admit students through an open lottery 

system) and one community (charter) school. All schools 

showed consistent improvement and exceptionally high 

performance over consecutive years: Six received the state’s 

Schools of Promise award for the academic years 2009–10 

and 2010–11 and for at least one year before that. Two 

schools showed great improvements in students’ perfor-

mance in recent years and fell short of receiving the Schools 

of Promise award in 2011 by only a couple of students. And 

we included one very new school that has shown remark-

able academic achievement since its inception but has not 

accumulated enough data to qualify for a Schools of Promise 

award. Box 1 provides a brief description of the sample and 

the inclusion criteria employed in this work. 

In each school, we invited teachers, parents and students, 

respectively, to participate in focus group discussions; and 

we conducted several one-on-one interviews with the 

school leadership, support sta� and community partners. 

In these conversations, we asked interviewees about the 

past (How did success come about?), the present (What 

makes this school successful today?) and the future (How 

can this school sustain its success in the years to come?). 

Our methodology allowed us to collect rich descriptions 

and personal stories from the individuals who are directly 

responsible for schools’ and students’ success and who 

know what it means to sustain successful practices and 

high achievement over time. As such, our work sheds light 

on the human qualities, motivations and behaviors that 

characterize these schools. As with all qualitative research  

of this scale, we cannot conclude that our insights and 

observations are comprehensive or necessarily generalizable 

to all successful, high-poverty schools. However, the 

remarkable consistency with which individuals across all 

nine schools talked about what they believe makes their 

school and students successful gives us con�dence in the 

importance of the attributes and practices we describe here. 

Moreover, as summarized in box 2, what we describe in 

this report resonates with and adds to important previous 

research on high-achieving, high-needs schools in Ohio 

and nationwide. 

In sum, this report brings together what we learned from 

nine schools that Ohio can be proud of—whose accom-

plishments should energize the conversation about what  

is needed to give all children in Ohio the chance to learn  

in schools that are bound for success. By sharing insights, 

ideas and positive stories from these schools, we hope that 

our work will stimulate fresh, open and constructive 

dialogues on K–12 education in Ohio.

Introduction

2To qualify for the state’s Schools of Promise award, an Ohio school must comprise at least 40 percent economically disadvantaged students—de�ned primarily by a student’s eligibility for free 

or reduced-price lunches. Of the 60 percent of Ohio schools that meet this basic requirement, for the 2010–11 school year only 16 percent achieved the performance requirements necessary  

to receive the award. For the full 2010–11 Schools of Promise award criteria, see Methodology at the end of this report.
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Introduction

Previous research upon which this study builds

> Ohio Department of Education’s 2005 ethnographies of 41 Schools of Promise. The current study follows up on 

 this work and extends it to include questions pertaining to the replicability and sustainability of success.

> Thomas B. Fordham Institute’s 2010 study titled Needles in a Haystack: Lessons from Ohio’s High-Performing, 

 High-Need Urban Schools. Fordham’s study focuses on urban elementary and middle schools; and our work 

 suggests that many of Fordham’s findings also apply to Ohio’s successful high-needs high schools as well as its 

 high-performing primary and secondary schools in low-income, rural communities. 

> Many of our findings resonate with larger-scale quantitative research from across the country. Particularly 

 relevant are Bryk et al. (2010); Cli�ord (2012); Florian (2000); Kannapel and Clements (2005); Sebastian (2012); 

 and Reeves (2003). For full references, see the bibliography at the end of this report.

> Finally, this study builds on Public Agenda’s long history of opinion studies on education involving school  

 administrators, teachers, parents, students and the public. What we learned in this project resonates in  

 particular with a number of our previous studies, such as “Supporting Teacher Talent: The View from  

 Generation Y” (2009) and “Mission of the Heart: What Does it Take to Transform a School?” (2008), among 

 others. For a list of related Public Agenda publications, see the end of this report.
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Here we describe in detail the key attributes and practices that 

stand out across these nine schools—attributes that emerge with 

remarkable consistency. �e principals, teachers, parents, students 

and community partners we interviewed talked about them  

repeatedly—with each group using its own words and images— 

and they deemed them essential to students’ academic success. 

Moreover, we heard again and again, it is the well-concerted inter-

play of all these attributes and practices that produces a school 

environment in which high academic achievement is the norm. 

Key Attributes of Nine Successful, 

High-Poverty Schools
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Introduction

#1: Principals lead with a strong and 

clear vision for their school, engage 

sta� in problem solving and decision 

making and never lose sight of their 

school’s goals and outcomes.

�e importance of high-quality leadership for an organiza-

tion cannot be overstated. Research, whether on public 

education or for-pro�t businesses, has repeatedly linked 

institutional success to leaders who hold a strong vision for 

their organization, engage sta� with inclusive management 

practices and always stay focused on organizational goals 

and outcomes.3

�roughout this report, we provide many examples of  

how principals and their leadership teams in these nine 

high-performing, high-poverty schools demonstrate these 

leadership qualities with speci�c actions (summarized  

in box 3). 

�ere is no one practice that makes these leaders e�ective. 

But together, the practices we describe seem to go a long 

way toward gaining the trust and respect of sta�, students 

and the wider community. In turn, we heard that the 

school leaders we met are able to leverage the respect they 

earn to motivate sta� and students and to hold everyone 

accountable for their school’s success.

A strong vision

�e leaders of the nine schools we visited de�ned their 

schools as places where each child can and will learn,  

where all sta� take responsibility and work together to 

achieve (and continuously improve upon) this goal and 

where “failure is not an option.” With this mind-set,  

all the principals we met squarely exemplify a category  

of school leaders that Public Agenda has been calling 

“transformers”—individuals who have an explicit vision  

of what their school might be, who bring a “can do” 

attitude to the job and whose routine actions re�ect  

their vision, focus and commitment.4  

Key Attributes

3Anthony S. Bryk, Penny Bender Sebring, Elaine Allensworth, Stuart Luppescu, and John Q. Easton, Organizing Schools for Improvement: Lessons from Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 2010). See also: Matthew Cli�ord, Ellen Behrstock-Sherratt, and Jenni Fetters, “�e Ripple E�ect: A Synthesis of Research on Principal In�uence to Inform Performance Evaluation 

Design” (Washington, DC: American Institutes for Research, May 2012), http://www.air.org/�les/1707_�e_Ripple_E�ect_d8_Online.pdf; and Davis Jenkins, “Redesigning Community 

College for Completion: Lessons from Research on High-Performing Organizations” (New York: Community College Research Center, Columbia University, 2011), http://ccrc.tc.columbia.

edu/Publication.asp?UID=844. 

4Public Agenda, “Mission of the Heart” (2008), http://publicagenda.org/reports/mission-heart.

What do leaders at these nine  
high-performing, high-poverty 
schools do?

•	 Build and maintain a culture of all-around  

high expectations and no excuses.

•	 Appeal to greater values: “We do what is  

best for our students.”

•	 Inspire others with their dedication and  

commitment.

•	 Connect to sta�, students and the  

community on a personal level.

•	 Take responsibility for consistent,  

schoolwide discipline.

•	 Work with sta� to improve instructional  

practices.

•	 Promote teamwork and collaboration  

among sta�. 

•	 Promote data-driven self-evaluation  

among sta�.

•	 Respond to sta�’s suggestions and needs.

•	 Give sta� the autonomy to develop and  

implement best practices. 

•	 Lead by example; show the same commitment 

that is expected of sta� and students.

•	 Hold sta� and students accountable for student 

achievement and the school’s overall mission.

•	 Emphasize continuous improvement.

•	 Hire with care and strategy.

•	 Build community relationships that will  

benefit the school.

•	 Celebrate success.
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�roughout, we heard leaders emphasize the urgency of 

their work. Two principals put it similarly:5 

�e stakes are high. �ese are kids, these are their 

lives that we are talking about. If they don’t get  

an education, they’re not going to be able to live 

productive lives. If they don’t learn how to be citizens 

of a democracy, democracy is going to struggle.  

—Principal, High School 2

It’s all about serving these kids. We’ve got to put 

productive citizens out of here every year.  

—Principal, High School 1

Engaging and supporting sta� 

�ese leaders realize that a strong vision alone does not 

ensure that sta� will follow wholeheartedly. Across these 

nine schools, we met leaders who genuinely engage their 

sta� in building and maintaining the structures, practices 

and con�dence to ful�ll their vision. 

He put the power in our hands. He is the leader, but 

he uses leadership to �nd out from the teachers what 

would work. —Teacher, High School 3

In each of these schools, we heard that teachers are includ-

ed in important decision-making processes. Many leaders 

consulted with teachers on policies involving discipline and 

data use. Most schools we visited involve teachers in hiring 

decisions. In addition, leaders give sta� reasonable autono-

my in developing and testing instructional practices, in 

�guring out how to organize their teams and collaborate 

most e�ectively and in determining how to best utilize and 

work with tutors, coaches and intervention specialists.

Moreover, we learned that these leaders make it a point to 

engage with each of their sta� individually. As part of  

their daily routine, the principals we met observe their 

teachers’ classrooms, provide constructive feedback and 

�nd out what their teachers need in order to improve  

their teaching. Whether it’s instructional advice, extra 

materials or a day o�, these principals work to help their 

teachers succeed. 

School leaders’ engagement e�orts and strong visions gain 

them trust and respect from their sta�. �e teachers we 

spoke to told us they feel recognized by their school leaders 

as professionals and treated with respect. �ey sang their 

leaders’ praises and greatly value their leaders’ strong 

guidance and inclusive management style. 

He’s trained us to be a family. He models that.  

He shows a very deep respect and a deep caring  

for all of the people that he works with.  

—Teacher, High School 2

If I have a problem, I feel free to go talk to them.  

I’m not intimidated.  

—Teacher, High School 1

Holding everyone accountable  

for student learning

�e leaders we met take personal responsibility for their 

school’s success. Most visible to sta� and students, these 

leaders show the same commitment they expect from 

everyone else in the school. 

Teachers and parents told us that their principals are always 

available and approachable during and after school hours; 

that they are often the �rst to enter the school buildings 

and the last to leave; and that they see them as tireless 

advocates in the community. Students in all nine schools 

said that their principals and assistant principals talk to 

them regularly in the hallways, call them by their names 

and ask them about their days, their schoolwork and  

their families. 

She’ll ask you how you’re doing today in the hallway. 

She’ll say, “Hey, you’re doing your work? What’s the 

answer to this problem?” She cares about everything 

we do. She wants the best for us, and she’s like a 

second mom. She’s a school mom.  

—Student, High School 4

In turn, we heard that administrators in these schools do 

not hesitate to hold their sta� and students accountable for 

their school’s mission and success—sometimes doing so 

with surprising force. �e respect and trust their leadership 

has earned them seem to go a long way in this endeavor. 

Key Attributes

5Quotes in this report may have been shortened from the original or corrected slightly for clarity.   
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Some of the principals we met are not shy about calling or 

stopping by their students’ homes to remind students and 

parents that punctuality and preparation are non-negotia-

ble expectations. 

In the beginning of the school year, 7:30, I was giving 

people wake-up calls: “Hey, this is your dean. Wake 

up.” —Dean of Students, Elementary School 1

Similarly, in these schools no teacher seems able to �y 

under the radar. We heard that principals in these schools 

talk straight with their sta� and are certain to remind them 

of their responsibilities and work ethic. 

“If you’re not here for the kids, you’re in the wrong 

building. Here’s the door. You need to leave now.” 

�at’s more or less how I opened up my meeting.  

—Principal, Middle School 1

If you didn’t have those IEPs [individualized 

education plans] done before the last day of school, he 

would tell you, “You’re not getting your last check.” 

—Teacher, High School 3

If our data is not great and we’re not showing growth, 

then our principal comes to us in our team meetings 

and says, “Hey, I noticed this kid’s data is slipping; 

what are you going to do about it?” �en we have to 

have an action plan for it.  

—Teacher, Middle School 2

#2: Teachers and administrators  

are dedicated to their school’s  

success and committed to making  

a di�erence in their students’ lives. 

�ere are a lot of teachers who really give everything 

they’ve got. �ey spend a lot of hours outside of school 

getting ready, grading and doing whatever to make 

things work. —Teacher, High School 1

She [the principal] is the bomb at what she does, 

because she honestly cares. She cares about the school. 

She cares about the kids. She cares about the city.  

She cares about football. She cares about it all.  

—Parent, Elementary School 1

�e educators we met seem to have taken responsibility for 

students’ success and thus the fate of the entire school. In 

all the schools we visited, leadership is known to frequently 

appeal to sta� by asking: “Are we doing what is best for our 

students? Will this help our students succeed?” Teachers 

share these values and evaluate one another and their teams 

with the same questions. In an environment characterized 

by common goals, supportive relationships among col-

leagues, and trust and respect for the school’s administra-

tion, such accountability is valued. 

If someone needs you after school, no one’s sitting  

there saying, “I’m not going to stay 30 minutes after 

school, I’m not getting paid for it.”  

—Teacher, Elementary School 1

Teachers in these schools recognize that what is best for 

their children is not always exactly what is stipulated in 

their contracts, but if they feel the need to exert extra 

e�orts—whether it involves their personal time or even 

their own money—they are often prepared to do so. We 

routinely heard that teachers work late, or early in the 

mornings and on weekends, to ensure that their students 

receive the quality instruction or individualized attention 

they need. Many teachers have committed to additional 

duties—such as running after-school programs, coaching 

sports teams, taking students on college visiting trips, visit-

ing student homes—that they know make their schools a 

better place to teach and learn.

You’ll see teachers here that say, “I do what’s best 

because that’s what the kids need, that’s what the 

parents want.” When you’re operating under that 

ideology, you won’t fail because you’re going to go 

above and beyond. —Principal, Elementary School 2

School leaders in these schools lead by example. Across 

all nine schools, we met administrators deeply committed 

and connected to students, sta� and the wider community. 

�ey are known to walk the hallways, call students by 

name and ask them about their days, their schoolwork and 

their families. �ey routinely check in with teachers and 

try to provide whatever is needed so that teachers can teach 

e�ectively and happily. And they make themselves available 

to parents. �ey are present and approachable at academic 

and extracurricular events, and they often pick up the 

phone to contact individual families to share both good 

and bad news about students. Overall, the leaders we met 

are known to dedicate many extra hours to their school.   

Key Attributes
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At any school function, you will see the principal. You 

can always count on [his] support. I know from ball 

games and such, that man is always present.  

—Parent, Middle School 1

He gave me his cellphone. You can reach him  

at any time. �at’s truly a dedicated person.  

I appreciate that. —Parent, High School 2

Across schools, we saw that school leaders’ dedication and 

commitment can motivate sta�, as well as community 

partners, to go the extra mile to “do whatever is best for 

our students.”

�e principal is a great person to work with. He is a 

fantastic leader. He is so positive. Working with him, 

you just want to do all these things.  

—Community Partner, High School 2

He’ll be here until nine, ten o’clock sometimes. When 

the kids see that, it makes them want to succeed, and 

it makes us want to work hard. I look at the clock 

and it’s 3:30 and I’m thinking, “Is there anything else 

I can do before I leave?” —Teacher, Middle School 1

If she [principal] looks at us and says, “Can you 

stay?” we do it. —Teacher, Elementary School 1

Beyond academic support

�e “what is best for our children” mentality expands  

far beyond providing academic help. Teachers and admin-

istrators at these schools emphasized the importance of 

connecting to students on a personal level and building 

relationships with them as friends, mentors and even 

surrogate parents. At several schools, they spoke of  

providing for students’ basic needs �rst—especially food, 

but also extending to additional provisions paid for by 

donations or by the teachers and administrators them-

selves. Sta� purchase shoes, jackets, clothes and underwear 

for students out of their own pockets. �ey emphasized 

that students can learn properly only after these basic  

needs are met. 

If a student comes in after a doctor’s appointment at 

10:00 and says, “I’m hungry,” I feed him. If he comes 

in and he doesn’t have a coat at 8:30, by 8:35 I have 

a coat for him. We meet those basic needs, many 

times before we even start to teach them.  

—Teacher, Elementary School 1

�ese schools also demonstrated awareness that incidental 

factors may heavily in�uence student learning. Administra-

tors think about the entire student experience—not just 

the classroom time. Some district and school leaders  

spoke passionately about the importance of students’ bus 

rides and lunch periods, both areas in which conscious 

policymaking has produced a more invested sta�, a better 

student experience and even signi�cant cost savings. At 

other schools, teachers and administrators make it a point 

to extend warm welcomes to students upon their arrival  

at school to ensure their day starts o� on a positive note.

Making a di�erence

Many of us grew up within miles of the school. We 

want to make it better for our kids. We have a vested 

interest in their success. �is, I think, is key to how 

successful we are. —District Administrator, Middle 

School 1

Teachers’ and administrators’ commitment to whatever is 

best for the children, regardless of their formal job descrip-

tion, often stems from a sense of personal connection with 

the children and their situations. Many express a deep 

desire to make di�erences in their students’ lives, and they 

are proud to be able to do this at their school. Some 

teachers consider the school to be one of few places  

where many of their students feel safety, structure and 

encouragement. Others are personally familiar with the 

situations of their students’ upbringing and wish to elevate 

them as far as they can.

I think the success comes from us knowing the 

socioeconomic problems of the area. We’ve lived it, 

and I think that’s why the kids are so important to 

us. What happens to them when they go home 

matters to us. —Teacher, High School 1

I get these kids. �ese kids are me. I was these kids. 

I’m really making sure that they are always kept in 

the forefront of any decision that’s made.  

—Principal, Middle School 2
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#3: School leaders provide genuine 

opportunities and incentives for 

teachers to collaborate, and teachers 

say that collaboration and sharing 

best practices are keys to their  

e�ectiveness.

I don’t give it a second thought to run into someone’s 

room and say I need help or I created this great 

lesson, check it out. Everybody’s willing to share and 

help you. —Teacher, Middle School 1

Teamwork and collaboration are the modus operandi at 

these schools. Teachers consistently attributed much of 

their schools’ academic successes to the sta�’s commitment 

to collaboratively interpret standards and benchmarks, 

plan and align instruction across classrooms and grade 

levels, develop curricula, analyze data, evaluate teaching 

methods and assessments, discuss students’ issues and solve 

problems as they arise. In their own words, teamwork and 

collaboration are about “sharing,” “helping,” “learning,” 

“improving” and “succeeding.”  

Importantly, the teachers we met not only believe that 

teamwork and collaboration are important to their success 

and to the success of the entire school, they also enjoy 

working together, communicating to us that teamwork is 

essential to their professional happiness and satisfaction.

I love the team that I work with. We have such a 

great rapport. If I have a problem and I’m uncertain, 

I can turn to anybody here and say, “I need help.” 

—Teacher, Elementary School 1

We all collaborate on ideas. We �gured out a way to 

put our ideas together so that we can enjoy what we’re 

teaching but also share responsibilities with helping 

the other teachers do what they like to do. —Teacher, 

High School 2  

School leaders facilitate teacher collaboration

Teamwork and collaboration did not sprout out of no-

where in these schools. We heard about school leaders who 

purposely put structures and routines in place that break 

down silos, foster teamwork and minimize competition. 

Most schools have designated subject-based and grade-level 

planning times, thus encouraging both inter- and inner-

grade-level collaborations. In some schools, teachers are 

formally paired together to align instruction across core 

subjects. Other schools introduced the “professional 

learning communities” approach, in which teachers meet 

weekly to discuss their progress, observe one another’s 

classrooms, give feedback and even model instructional 

strategies for one another. Two of the elementary schools 

have implemented proprietary reading and math instruc-

tion programs that prescribe teamwork among teachers.

We also heard that school leaders have found ways to 

incentivize collaboration. At one school, all teachers are 

invited to summer team-building trips during which, 

among many activities, groups of teachers prepare presen-

tations for one another from a common professional 

What do these nine schools do  
to foster teacher collaboration?

•	 Craft shared goals and values. 

•	 Foster a sense of collective responsibility for 

student outcomes.

•	 Make sure teacher collaboration includes  

fun and downtime.

•	 Align instruction across classrooms.

•	 Designate regular planning times with set 

agendas.

•	 Organize in-house professional development  

to harness teacher expertise.

•	 Collect, analyze and respond to data on student 

performance.

•	 Encourage team teaching among those with 

overlapping content.

•	 Provide incentives, monetary or otherwise, 

to encourage collective responsibility and 

teamwork.
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development book. At another school, teachers are given 

monetary awards when their entire grade passes an internal 

assessment benchmark. Teachers told us they are motivated 

to help pass all kids across the grade level, not just the ones 

they teach. �ey are thus encouraged to share strategies 

and ideas with one another. 

When hiring new sta�, many of the principals and teachers 

we spoke to said that a decisive factor is whether a prospec-

tive teacher is a good team player, shares the school’s 

mind-set and expresses genuine commitment to collabora-

tion. In most schools, teachers are involved in the hiring of 

new colleagues in their subject area. In one school, inter-

viewees are asked to teach a class, exposing them immedi-

ately to the feedback of their peers. In turn, new teachers 

exposed to this practice report feeling more con�dent in 

their �rst interactions with fellow teachers. 

[For my interview, I was teaching a lesson in which] 

I had 20 kids in the classroom and 11 adults in  

my room staring back at me. Now, when I go to a 

colleague for help, I don’t have that feeling of,  

“What do they think about me?” I already know 

these people believe in me. �ey hired me because 

they believe in me. — Teacher, Elementary School 3

#4: Teachers regard student data as 

clarifying and helpful, and they use it 

to plan instruction.  

In all nine schools, we heard that data plays a crucial role in 

the planning of instruction, the design of interventions, the 

approach to test preparation and more. Although schools 

vary in the extent to which they develop systematic pro-

cedures for preparing and sharing students’ data, all of the 

schools we visited told us that they are experimenting (or 

are already satis�ed) with e�orts to make the most of the 

information they have available. At the beginning of the 

new school year, these schools set aside time for teachers to 

study incoming student performance on state assessments. 

�roughout the year, teachers use short-cycle assessments 

and weekly grades from tests and homework to monitor 

student progress. �ey analyze data on particular test ques-

tions and concepts and are ready to intervene immediately 

if a student falls behind. 

We look at everything about the kid. We look at their 

Lexiles [reading assessment scores] three times a year. 

If they only read at a 200 reading level, then we 

know no wonder they’re having so much trouble in 

social studies and science.  

—Teacher, Middle School 1

We look at the data and we see, “Oh, my gosh, look 

at how this kid has grown. He doesn’t need to be in 

[this ability group] anymore. He needs to be in 

another group now.” Or we say, “I don’t know what’s 

with this kid, maybe a life event has gone on for this 

kid, this kid needs a little more support.”  

—Administrator, Elementary School 3

Data use is augmented by teamwork and collaboration. 

Teachers told us that they compare individual student per-

formance across subjects to develop the most e�ective in-

tervention approach. �ey use data to work with interven-

tion specialists and to assign e�ective tutors and mentors. 

In most schools, a “data person” has emerged—formally 

or informally—who makes data digestible to all teachers, 

especially those who are least comfortable with the use of 

student performance data, and ensures consistent use.

#5: Principals and teachers have  

high expectations for all students 

and reject any excuses for  

academic failure.

Failure is not an option. You can go from being an 

academic emergency to being awarded the presiden-

tial blue ribbon. —Teacher, High School 3

In these schools, all students are expected to succeed 

academically. Teachers and administrators said that they 

constantly let students know that they expect them to do 

well and that they accept no excuses for why a student can-

not do work or does not care about grades. Moreover, ad-

ministrators, teachers and support sta� alike do not allow 

themselves to resort to excuses when their classes do not 

meet benchmarks or when individual students fall behind. 

Instead they work continuously toward �nding solutions. 

It is obvious that much of each school’s ability to actually 

meet the high expectations they talk about depends on the 
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two assets described above: the presence of a determined 

and respected leader and teachers’ readiness to work  

together and employ data to improve their instruction  

and plan interventions.  

What do these nine schools do  
to communicate high expectations  
to students?

•	 Communicate and demonstrate that there  

are no excuses for lack of e�ort and ambition.

•	 Organize frequent, personal conversations 

between individual students and teachers.

•	 Enact consistent, schoolwide disciplinary  

rules and procedures.

•	 Intervene with students directly when  

expectations are not met.

•	 Talk to individual students about their short- 

term (classroom) and long-term (life) goals.

•	 Ensure that sta� remain a reliable source of 

guidance and support.

•	 Model punctuality, hard work and respect.

•	 Demonstrate school pride in academic  

achievement.

•	 Make AP and college prep classes available.

•	 Foster relationships with local colleges and 

alumni.

•	 Provide tangible incentives to reward hard  

work and good behavior.

Communicating high expectations to students

From what we heard and saw, these schools’ high expecta-

tions for their students extend far beyond passing the state 

achievement tests; they are about better grades, greater 

knowledge, a more developed skill set and more mature 

and responsible behavior. 

Teachers and school leadership express their expectations 

through constant encouragement and clear reminders. 

�ey routinely talk to each student individually about his 

or her academic progress and needs, developing clear plans 

and goals. �ese conversations take place on a regular 

basis—formally and informally—so that students cannot 

fall through the cracks and can be consistently held 

accountable for their work. 

We do a lot of talking to the students. With some, you 

have to tell them that a D is not good enough. �en 

you try to show them their potential by pulling out 

their positives—their strengths—and working with 

those. Even for those kids that you think, “Oh, my 

gosh, what’s going to happen to them?” you �nd 

something they’re strong at and emphasize that.  

—Teacher, High School 1

In addition, teachers and school leadership express their 

expectations by means of their own behavior and dedica-

tion. �ey spoke explicitly about modeling punctuality, 

hard work and ambition as well as the collegial, coopera-

tive and respectful behavior they expect to see in their 

students.

We’re prepared. We’re on time. We’re here together.  

We model what is expected. —Teacher, Elementary 

School 1

At the beginning of my freshman class, I let them 

know where I came from. �en I go on to say, “You 

can have anything in life you want if you’re willing 

to work for it. I could have stayed where I came from 

and done nothing with myself like a lot of my family 

members, but I wasn’t okay with that. If I can do it, 

anybody can do it.” —Teacher, High School 1

Across teacher, parent and student focus groups, we heard 

that teachers and school leadership routinely make extra 

time to meet with students before and after class, during 

lunch breaks and even over the phone, outside of school 

hours (in many cases sharing phone and contact informa-

tion with them and their parents), signaling that they are 

always available to help students with their work. 

I have never had one time that if I wanted to come 

in and talk to them that they wouldn’t come in early 

or come in late. —Parent, Middle School 1

If you’re having trouble in your classroom, you can 

always go to the teacher after school or before school. 

�ey are willing to help you.  

—Student, High School 3
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Moreover, the teachers and school leaders with whom we 

spoke did not let students get away with excuses for being 

late, forgetting homework, not caring for a subject or not 

being interested in education after high school. �ey 

explained that while they care deeply about the family and 

life circumstance of their students, they do not see those as 

valid reasons for failure to meet their expectations. In the 

elementary schools we visited, this could mean instructing 

children on how to be persistent when trying to get their 

parents’ signatures and to make sure that they are in school 

on time. In one of the middle schools, students received 

$15 each to spend at the end-of-year book fair, leaving 

them few excuses for not having done their summer 

reading when they return in the Fall. Guidance counselors 

at one high school are known to catch up with students in 

the lunchroom and on sports �elds to discuss postgradua-

tion plans. 

We don’t let our kids get away with anything, no 

excuses. We’ve had kids say, “My mom was passed out 

on the couch.” [I say,] “I don’t care that your mom 

was passed out on the couch. Put a pen in her hand 

and you make her sign the paper.”  

—Teacher, Elementary School 1

I said, “So what’s going to make a di�erence for you? 

Would it make a di�erence if I called you every 

night? All right, I’m going to call you every night,” 

and I did. I called every night for the rest of the year. 

—Administrator, Elementary School 3

All these practices and behaviors are embedded in larger 

school cultures that stress the importance of education  

and focus on instilling college and professional aspirations 

in all students, from K through 12th grade. In addition to 

plastering school walls with college �ags, displaying charts 

on the student body’s best ACT scores and publicly listing 

the colleges students had applied to or received scholar-

ships from, the schools we visited maintain personal 

connections with their local colleges (through tutoring, 

mentoring or teaching programs), bring alumni back to 

speak about their college experiences, o�er AP and college 

prep classes, arrange internships with local industries and, 

more broadly, routinely organize opportunities for their 

students to personally meet and interact with professional 

adults, particularly those who share their race, ethnicity 

and gender.

All of this is not to say that 100 percent of students are suc-

cessful in these schools. �ese schools, too, see students fall 

behind and not catch up. We heard of students dropping 

out or leaving because they or their parents decided the 

school was not the right place for them. Overall, however, 

students at these schools perform signi�cantly better than 

students at other schools with similar demographics.

#6: School leaders and teachers set 

high expectations for school disci-

pline and the behavior of all students.

Discipline, we heard, is an important part of the high 

expectations and “no excuses” culture we saw in these 

schools. Leadership and sta�, including support sta�, fol-

low consistent rules and procedures when responding to 

negative behavior, and they reinforce positive behavior at 

every turn. Some schools spend several days or weeks at 

the beginning of each school year practicing with their stu-

dents the types of behaviors they want to see throughout 

the year. Teachers talked about feeling responsible for the 

behavior of all children at the school; a common disciplin-

ary approach thus means that the language and rules they 

employ are understood by all students throughout the 

building. Moreover, we frequently heard that teachers par-

ticularly appreciate their principals’ concerted approaches 

to discipline. By instigating shared expectations for stu-

dents’ behaviors and upholding a consistent, schoolwide 

approach to disciplinary issues, the school leadership we 

met has cleared the way for their teachers to teach rather 

than manage their students.

I work in a variety of schools, and there are a lot of 

schools I go to and it is frenetic, and you walk in here 

and it’s not. It is quiet. �ere is a level of organiza-

tion here so that a kid can sit down and be organized 

in the morning, get their act together, and so that 

they can learn that day. —Teacher, Middle School 2

It doesn’t matter who it is; if a kid is walking down 

the hall and you tell them they’re going to yellow 

[card], they get it. �ey know exactly what that 

means. —Teacher, Elementary School 1
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Consequently, students lauded the safe, respectful and 

amicable atmosphere among them and their peers. 

We have a family atmosphere. Everyone knows 

everyone, and if you get in trouble for something, you 

can go to the principal [and] he won’t yell at you. 

—Student, Middle School 1

Everybody is really strict for a reason. Because in the 

real world, if we’re acting crazy and everything, then 

we don’t get detentions or suspensions—we go to jail, 

or we have to pay a ticket. �ey teach us responsibil-

ity, respect, loyalty and lots of other virtues.  

—Student, Elementary School 3

Everybody gets along. �ere’s no cliques or anything 

like that. You’ll be walking down the hallway and 

just say hi to everybody. It’s real nice.  

—Student, High School 1

#7: Schools o�er students  

nontraditional incentives for  

academic success and good behavior.

Something good about our school is when you do all 

your homework, we get to have Fun Fridays.  

—Student, Elementary School 1

If we don’t get in trouble, we win things. It gives us a 

goal to strive for and come to school for and learn 

and try harder for.  

—Student, Middle School 1

In all the schools we visited, teachers and school leadership 

talked about incentivizing student academic success and 

good behavior. Incentives range from ice pops for perfect 

attendance, to laptops and cellphones (sponsored through 

local business partners) for attaining a high GPA, to 

gradewide bowling trips for having passed the Ohio state 

tests. Informally, teachers constantly create new incentives. 

Several teachers explained that they feel it’s important to 

present students with some immediate, tangible rewards, 

rather than always deferring to the value of education in 

the future. Some teachers had used free lunches and home-

work passes to bargain with individual students for greater 

academic e�ort. �ey feel that these interactions also help 

them to build rapport and trust. 

And I’m on my way out to lunch one day and one of 

my students yells out the window, “Get me something 

to eat.” I hopped in my car and I just grabbed her a 

burger and fries, come back, give it to her, and now 

she owes me. How is she going to pay me back? I don’t 

care about the money. When I need something 

academically, she’s going to take care of that.  

—Teacher, High School 4

Some of the schools we visited are able to pay for their 

incentive programs with help from business partners, but 

others do not have this luxury. Some schools use funds 

from well-organized parent-teacher organizations or, in 

the absence of such a group, solicit funds from generous 

community members. Still others, in the absence of these 

sources, simply stick to low- or no-cost incentives, which—

designed creatively—stick out as strongly in students’  

comments as any well-funded e�ort.

#8: Students feel valued, loved and 

challenged. They are confident that 

their teachers will help them succeed 

and be at their side if they hit a  

rough patch.

�ey can be your friends. You can go to them for 

advice. �ey help you individually, too. If you’re 

having trouble learning something, you can just  

go to them personally, and they will help you to  

�gure out like what your problem is.  

—Student, High School 1

Across all the schools we visited, it is clear that students 

have internalized the culture of high expectations and 

that they recognize administrators’ and teachers’ loyalty to 

“whatever is best for our children.” �e students we talked 

to are well aware and proud of their school’s success, and 

they recognize and value their teachers’ and administrators’ 

commitment. Many emphasized the personal connection 

they feel to teachers and other sta�. �ey often described 

these adults as mentors and con�dants, and many spoke of 

their schools as families. �ey feel that there is help when 

they struggle and additional challenges when they excel. 

And they are aware of their paths forward, beyond their 

present school days.
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Key Attributes

We all love our school. We’re a big, happy family.  

—Student, Elementary School 2

�e teachers make sure you have an understanding of 

where you need to be, rather than where you are at. 

—Student, High School 2

Our teachers, they push us. I don’t know how to 

explain it, but when they teach us new things, they 

push us until they know we actually understand it. 

—Student, Elementary School 3

#9 While parent and community  

support can be an asset, principals 

and teachers do not see their absence 

as an insurmountable barrier to  

student learning and achievement. 

Conventional wisdom holds—and many research studies 

support—that involved parents and invested community 

partners can make tremendous di�erences for students’ 

learning and a school’s overall success. �is also was the 

case in this study, and we highlight remarkable examples of 

parental and community engagement below. Importantly, 

however, several schools in this project are clearly successful 

without such resources. In these schools, school leaders 

and teachers feel they have little leverage engaging parents 

and few community resources to draw upon. But they 

emphasized that this is no reason for them not to succeed 

with their students. �ey concluded that they need to be 

successful without these resources and are indeed managing 

to do so.

I do believe that the parents really do want what’s 

best for their children. �ey just don’t always know 

how to do it, so they expect us to do it and so that’s 

what we do. —Teacher, High School 1

Some schools take parental engagement  

upon themselves 

We saw schools, especially the urban charter and public 

lottery-based schools, for which parental engagement is an 

integral part of their success. �ey have high expectations 

of parents and follow clearly developed procedures and 

rules to communicate them to parents. �ey expect parents 

to attend meetings, sign symbolic contracts and complete 

volunteer hours at the school. �ey call parents regularly to 

keep them updated on student progress. And they expect 

parents to step in when a student does not follow the 

disciplinary rules at the school or falls behind academically. 

Holding parents accountable goes hand in hand with 

providing diverse and structured opportunities for parents 

to be present and in�uential in the school (for example, 

volunteering in the classroom, helping out at events, 

monitoring recess and so on) and to be able to stay 

up-to-date and engaged with their students’ learning at 

home (through websites, reading logs, o�ering personal 

advice on how to help their children study at home)—so 

that no excuses can be made. 

[We expect our teachers to] get on the phone and say 

[to the parent], “If you can’t come in at this time, can 

you come at this time? When can you come? I will be 

there.” �ere’s no excuse for the parent, and it’s no 

excuse for the teacher.  

—Administrator, Elementary School 3

When parent-teacher conferences come up, our 

principal calls not once a week, but twice a week 

telling our parents that there is a conference. She 

sends out newsletters also, but she mainly focuses on 

talking to them personally.  

—Student, High School 4

Some schools benefit from outstanding  

community partnerships

We saw in these nine schools that community partnerships 

can make a tremendous di�erence in the everyday life  

of a high-needs school. Most schools have strong working 

relationships with higher education institutions in the 

areas, using their premises for events, summer classes and 

meetings. We met principals who have successfully lever-

aged their personal relationships and friendships in the 

community to bring in regular tutors, encourage local 

philanthropic organizations to fund-raise for them and get 

donations from local businesses. �e most pronounced 

examples of community partnerships that we encountered 

are at Robert A. Taft Information Technology High School 

(Cincinnati), which partners with Cincinnati Bell, and 

MC2 STEM High School (Cleveland), which partners 

with both GE and the Great Lakes  Science Center. 

�rough these partnerships, these schools have vastly 
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increased �nancial resources, established a large, reliable 

and e�ective mentoring program for all students and 

gained access to a multitude of learning opportunities. 

To me the community o�ers so many more assets to 

any school than just money. �e access to trained 

professionals. Our students don’t necessarily know 

what engineers do or look like, and they don’t learn 

that in their school through their “Intro to Engineer-

ing” course. Bringing those people in and letting kids 

actually talk to them and letting kids actually learn 

from them . . . I’m not just talking about career day, 

where they come in and talk for an hour about what 

they do to a group of 100 kids. I mean to really have 

the kid that doesn’t want to ask the question that they 

think is silly in front of the group, but will ask the 

question if they have the opportunity to be in more of 

an intimate conversation with people.  

—Principal, High School 2

We pressed hard to identify di�culties that may arise  

when bringing non-educators and individuals with no 

direct personal investment into the school for help and 

collaboration, but we found little indication of such. 

Instead, principals, teachers, students and parents only  

laud community partnerships. �ey see them as valuable 

resources when implementing immediate interventions  

for students who fall behind. �ey also provide unique 

opportunities for students to build long-term, stable 

relationships with professional adults. Moreover, these 

business partnerships are lifelines when more money  

is needed for school projects, student incentives and 

celebrations, as well as to help out individual students in 

crisis and much more. 

I’m not an educator, but I can give money. If they 

need money for this and that, just tell me how  

much and I’ll give it. 

—Community Partner, Elementary School 1

Initially, I really did not believe that they [the 

corporate partners] were going to do what they said 

they were going to do. �en, one Saturday, a hundred 

or so workers came in this building, painted the 

walls, every locker, everything. When I saw that,  

then I felt like, “Well, maybe they are going to stick 

in here and help us out.” �en they started their 

assistance program, then there was an internship 

program. �ey have been very, very instrumental in 

quite a bit of our success because they did what they 

said they were going to do.  

—Principal, High School 3

Community partners we interviewed echoed all the 

bene�ts we heard from schools about the partnerships. 

�ey care deeply about the students they serve and enjoy 

being part of a successful school. Larger corporations and 

philanthropic partners also talked about bene�ts these 

partnerships hold for them, including good PR and the 

opportunity to collaborate and learn from educators about 

instructional and pedagogical strategies. 

Moreover, it became clear that a lot of what keeps commu-

nity partners engaged is an admiration for the schools and 

their leadership. Many said that they personally enjoy 

working with the principals of these schools and their 

sta�—and that they truly respect and trust their work. 

Everyone in GE is willing to help. �ey really make 

connections with the kids here. I think everyone is so 

willing to help and love these kids.  

—Community Partner, High School 2

I’ll come down and just stay for some of their 

programs once in a while, just to be involved. It’s 

heartwarming what these kids do and how they feel 

about their teachers and their sta�.  

—Community Partner, Elementary School 1

#10. School leaders and teachers 

seek to continuously improve  

practices and student achievement. 

They take today’s success as  

tomorrow’s starting point.

�ese schools do not think of themselves as having reached 

the summit of academic excellence. Most of them received 

the Schools of Promise award over a few consecutive years, 

but we saw no complacency. �ey are proud of their stu-

dents’ successes but believe they can still do better. School 
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leaders and teachers could all point to subject areas or 

instructional approaches they want to improve on in the 

coming years. Hence, to us, an important characteristic of 

these schools is that they experience the success they have 

had as motivation to continue to progress. Principals use 

the momentum to further challenge their teachers; teachers 

employ it to energize one another and their students. 

We like success, and once you’ve got a taste of that, 

you just want to keep going.  

—Teacher, Middle School 1

We had a breakthrough about eight years ago where 

70 percent of the kids did very well, and the teachers 

were celebrating and having a great time. I crashed 

the party and I said, “�is is no time to celebrate.  

Do you want your kid to be in the 30 percent?”  

We started talking about 100 percent of 100 percent. 

—Former Principal, High School 3

�e kids work hard. �ey have stepped up. Because  

it was important to us, it seems important to them. 

—Teacher, High School 1

#11: Each school tells its own story  

of change and improvement, yet 

some commonalities exist. 

What is the catalyst for reform? How do schools generate 

impetus for change? �ese are important but complicated 

questions to answer. Among the schools we visited, no two 

schools have experienced an identical path to high student 

achievement. Not too long ago, some of these schools ex-

perienced serious crises and were considered “in academic 

emergency” by state of Ohio measures. Others, although 

never failing, long struggled to bring up their achievement 

scores. Only one school we visited has been successful from 

the start.

�e range of paths to student success taken by these 

schools should demonstrate to schools of all varieties that 

there are many ways forward. In the individual school pro-

�les at the end of this report, readers can learn more about 

each school’s story of success and the practices and policies 

that leaders, sta� and parents say brought about meaning-

ful change in their schools. 

Despite their di�erences, however, some common themes 

emerge across these nine schools’ stories of success and 

change—themes that we believe can be informative in  

e�orts to replicate these schools’ success.

For instance, each of these schools has had some sort of 

“fresh start”—whether by means of new leadership, a 

fundamental restructuring of the school day, the adoption 

of a new instructional regime, the deliberate creation of 

a de�ning culture or the construction of a new building, 

or in some cases because they were formed from scratch. 

In hindsight, at least, most of the sta� and administrators 

we spoke with believe that their fresh start has been e�ec-

tive because it responded directly to actual problems. It 

presented a possible solution to something speci�c that 

people knew was not going well, such as a lack of discipline 

and safety, not enough time for special interventions or 

de�cient cohesion among sta�. 

Moreover, sta� and administrators told us that they saw 

instruction improve and scores go up as they became  

willing to dedicate themselves to new practices wholeheart-

edly. �is open attitude toward better practices often 

seemed to stem from schools’ constant e�orts toward 

improvement. Even when reforms proved a poor �t and 

needed adjustment, these sta� members maintained a 

strong and dedicated attitude toward new and innovative 

practices. �is persistent dedication to improvement kept 

their minds open to new ideas and provided a powerful, 

constant push toward excellence. 

Maybe what is pushing us forward is the process of 

always trying something new, of staying fresh, and 

even if these things don’t work, maybe it just keeps  

us mentally engaged; knowing that we’re trying  

new things and everybody is pushing in the same 

direction. —Teacher, Middle School 1

Reform did not necessarily lead to sta�ng overhauls; in 

these schools, many veteran sta� members remain and are 

valued for their expertise. Teachers who can tell the school’s 

story of change and success from �rsthand experience are 

often admired in these schools. �ey serve as an important 

resource for incoming teachers and connect well with par-

ents, especially those who were once students in the same 

buildings—something we learned was not uncommon. 
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Notably, veteran teachers reminded us and their fellow 

teachers of the fact that change rarely comes easy. �e 

e�ective reforms in these schools often involved tough 

changes to teachers’ timeworn routines. But reform in 

these schools did not entail �eeting e�orts. We learned 

that these schools sought to stick by their reforms and to 

critically assess their e�ectiveness through constant data 

collection and analysis. �ough many teachers mentioned 

initial skepticism or frustration toward di�cult reform  

e�orts, they told us that the ultimate success of their  

reforms, evidenced in their student data, �nally won  

them over.

�ere was frustration, but at the same time you saw 

the results. �eir scores were increasing. Kids that 

weren’t reading before were reading.  

—Teacher, Elementary School 1
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Once achieved, success cannot be taken for granted. Too many 

Ohio schools that bring up students’ academic performance �nd 

themselves struggling within a few years or less to sustain their 

success. Of all the schools that have been recognized as Schools of 

Promise since the program started in 2002 and remain eligible 

today, three-quarters did not meet the criteria for the 2010–11 list. 

Although about 20 percent missed the requirements only narrowly, 

more than half failed to meet the criteria for multiple reasons.6

How Can It Be Sustained? 
Recommendations Emerging 
from This Research

6Since 2002, exactly 592 schools have been recognized as Schools of Promise. Of those, 85 have closed or recon�gured.  

Out of the 507 Schools of Promise that are currently open, 122 made it onto the 2010–11 list (24.1 percent) and 385 did not 

(75.9 percent). Of the schools that did not make it onto the list, 101 just narrowly missed the criteria (19.9 percent of open 

schools); 284 missed the criteria for multiple reasons (56 percent of open schools).
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Introduction

One problem high-performing, high-needs schools often 

face is that their school leaders get o�ers to leave and bring 

the magic to other struggling schools. In a Public Agenda 

survey of superintendents, nearly half (47 percent) said 

they have moved a successful principal to a low-performing 

school to turn that school around.7 If performance is tied 

too closely to an individual’s leadership style or personality, 

a high-achieving school that loses its principal may �nd  

its success in jeopardy. In some of the schools we visited, 

this concern was real: �eir esteemed principals relocated 

to other struggling schools, were about to retire or were 

promoted to higher posts in the district. Leaders and  

their districts must therefore understand how to leave  

the infrastructure in place to ensure that their e�orts to 

replicate success elsewhere do not undermine success  

where it exists.

Needless to say, schools in which leadership is stable  

also grapple with how to sustain sta�’s motivation and 

collegiality; the e�ectiveness of instruction, discipline and 

intervention methods; levels of family and community 

support and ultimately student performance and gradua-

tion rates. For most schools we visited, these questions 

were imminent. �ey had experienced funding cuts that 

eliminated interventions, programs and positions that 

they saw as important to their success.

Here we o�er some insights on sustainability drawn from 

our observations and from what the educators, teachers, 

students and parents we met believed is needed for them  

to remain successful over time. 

Plan for smooth principal transitions 

From what we heard and saw, the esteemed leaders we met 

are hard acts to follow. Sta� and parents emphasized that it 

would be important for a potential new principal to take 

over in a respectful way and demonstrate the same dedica-

tion and leadership qualities they admired in their outgo-

ing leaders. Even though they expected a new principal to 

bring in new energy, sta� and parents in these already 

successful schools generally felt that a new leader must �rst 

focus on learning about and supporting successful practices 

that are already in place by working closely with sta� and 

collaborating with the departing principal.

Although this message may contradict the instincts of 

many new leaders—who may like to put their own stamp 

on things—we heard it even from successful administrators 

themselves. One administrator told us that she gained trust 

and respect when she �rst started at her school by backing 

o� from some reforms she had originally intended to 

implement because her sta� resisted them. In another 

school, we heard about a new principal losing support 

because she abandoned routine procedures that the sta� 

considered essential to their success. 

Moreover, we often heard teachers and sta� say they hoped 

any new principal would be just as knowledgeable and in 

tune with the community as their current principal. 

Although personal style and rapport with the community 

may be hard to replicate, new leaders can focus on under-

standing and protecting the policies and priorities that 

characterize a successful school, including those that are 

likely to strengthen their knowledge of and connection to 

the community they serve. 

Engage teachers 

Most teachers and parents at the schools we visited are 

optimistic that sta� can maintain the culture and practices 

that are helping students in these schools succeed even if a 

valued principal leaves. �eir optimism seems to rest on 

three interdependent supports. First, teachers told us  

they are given an active role in developing, testing and 

redesigning the practices that make their schools successful. 

As such, we got the sense that these teachers truly  

“own” the changes and reforms their schools have seen. 

�ey expressed genuine commitment to their school’s 

overall mission, and they strongly believe they are doing 

the right things. In fact, some explicitly said they would 

�ght to keep good practices in place if new leadership 

challenged them. 

�e most successful schools are the schools where the 

teachers set the example and self-check and move 

forward. If a new principal comes in to do something 

that we don’t like, then we can say, “�is is why we 

do this. �is is what we do—we, who have been here 

and will be here past the days when you are not going 

to be here.” —Teacher, High School 4

How Can It be Sustained?

7Public Agenda, “Rolling Up �eir Sleeves” (2003).
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Second, the teachers we spoke to felt that a number of 

formal, routine structures and procedures in the school (for 

example, teamwork, discipline, interventions) set clear 

expectations and will help them stay on track even if 

leadership changes.

[If the principal left,] I’m not so sure anything would 

change as far as the sta�. We all know what’s expected 

of us. —Teacher, Elementary School 1

Finally, many teachers said they trust the strength of their 

collegial culture. �ey emphasized that their professional 

and personal bonds will help them weather a hypothetical 

di�cult leadership transition. 

Probably one of our greatest strengths as a sta� is that 

we like each other and get along so well. We can walk 

into meetings and have some serious disagreements, 

but walk out of the same meeting friends.  

—Teacher, High School 1

Several times, administrators also emphasized that they  

do not doubt their sta� will be able to carry forward their 

school’s success, even if new leadership comes in. 

We had good visionary leadership here with the 

principals and superintendents, who have come and 

gone, but this building is a living, breathing entity, 

and it does its own thing. If [the principal] and I left, 

we have people in this building who could take this 

program and run with it. We have our sta�, espe-

cially our department heads, they run their programs 

and they know what’s best to get our kids to go in the 

direction they need to go.  

—Assistant Principal, High School 1

When hiring, make sure incoming teachers  

endorse the school’s vision and practices

And when I came here last year, there was no 

question about what the expectations were. Every 

teacher here could name them: “Failure is not an 

option.” —Teacher, High School 3

�ese schools, we heard from administrators and teachers, 

hire carefully and strategically. In order to sustain their 

schools’ and students’ success, administrators pay much 

attention to a new applicant’s mind-set and readiness to 

endorse the school’s mission and practices. As some put it, 

“We hire people like us.” In many schools we visited, this 

means including teachers (and sometimes even parents) in 

the hiring process. 

Moreover, we learned that these schools make a particular 

e�ort to communicate expectations and the school’s overall 

mission to incoming sta�. Newcomers are often paired 

with veterans to learn about the ways a school is run. A 

number of schools preferred �rst bringing in teachers as 

substitutes and hiring them full-time only once they have 

proven they are the kinds of team players that make these 

schools successful. 

Leverage a great reputation

�ese schools have a reputation—in their community and 

beyond—for serious academic rigor and as great working 

and learning environments. Such a reputation goes a long 

way toward attracting (and motivating) ambitious teachers, 

students and parents and gaining protection and support 

from district leadership. �e schools we visited are aware of 

their reputations and their bene�ts, and they take care not 

to jeopardize them. 

From teachers who had been hired since their school 

gained its reputation for academic rigor and high student 

achievement, we often heard that they had worked particu-

larly hard to get their positions. �ey endured classroom 

reduction and substitute contracts for years in the hope of 

securing full-time positions. First-year teachers are aware 

that these schools expect them to perform well, and they 

prep themselves for the challenge. Established teachers 

know that it is against their best interest to be the excep-

tion to the rule in a school known for its great teachers.  

A good reputation also seems to protect a school from 

potentially disruptive district-level interference. We saw 

some successful schools that were nurtured as the darlings 

of their districts and others that seemed to have been left to 

their own devices. In both cases, once there is success, 

districts think twice before initiating any changes that may 

undermine the school’s success.  

How Can It be Sustained?
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Be careful about burnout

Some policy analysts argue that given the demands of 

teachers’ jobs, it is unrealistic to expect most teachers to 

stay in this line of work for 25 or 30 years and that the 

profession needs to prepare itself to work with younger 

educators for shorter terms and expect that successful 

teachers will eventually switch to more lucrative and less 

exhausting careers.8

�e nine schools we visited, however, highlighted the 

pivotal role of teachers’ experiences and connections with 

the community in making a school successful. We also 

heard from many teachers that they are passionate about 

working in high-needs schools and do not want to leave 

the profession. 

When asked directly, many of the administrators and 

teachers we met admitted that their jobs are often very 

tiring, but most rejected the idea that their commitment 

and dedication are physically and emotionally unsustain-

able. Instead, they told us that they thrive on their schools’ 

success and that their students’ progress and the quality of 

their relationships with both students and colleagues are a 

constant source of motivation. 

No matter how crappy I’m feeling—and some days 

it’s crappy—when I get to that north door and I open 

the door, it’s going to be the same crew of kids there 

every day, looking at you: “Hey, Mr. XX, what’s up?” 

�ey expect us to be on. �at’s a powerful responsibil-

ity and a motivation for sure.  

—Teacher, High School 3

Many shared with us their ways of coping with the 

stressors of their jobs. �ey listed a wide variety of personal 

strategies, including taking sabbaticals, traveling, as well as 

con�ding in friends, exercising and more. And several of 

the administrators we met told us they purposefully try to 

alleviate stress among their sta� by connecting with them 

regularly, supporting them whenever possible (including 

granting them a day o� when needed) and organizing 

occasional outings and sta� retreats. 

Even though the educators we met did not necessarily 

bring up burnout as an imminent threat to their schools’ 

success and seemed to take it upon themselves to keep job 

stress at bay, we believe that discussions about the replica-

tion and sustainability of success in public schools need to 

take this issue seriously. Instead of expecting to lose the 

best educators to other professions, discussions may need 

to focus on what it will take to prevent good administrators 

and teachers from eventually burning out.  

Celebrate success

�ese schools do not take their success for granted. �ey 

continuously work hard to both maintain their status  

and achieve new goals. And they make it a point to 

routinely celebrate success, highlighting small and large 

achievements in a variety of ways. Achievements are 

recognized with schoolwide announcements, banners and 

posters decorating school walls, parties, special events, 

awards ceremonies and “fun days,” and other celebratory 

initiatives. 

Administrators and teachers told us that along their paths 

to success, celebrating small and large achievements helped 

them build self-esteem, form closer bonds and win over 

lingering skeptics. Today, these celebrations continue to 

promote team spirit and pride and help to keep sta� and 

students energized.

How Can It be Sustained?

8Terry Ryan, vice president for Ohio Programs and Policy with the �omas B. Fordham Institute, makes this point in an interview with the Dayton Daily News (August 6, 2012).
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In the following pages, we describe each of the nine schools 
that we visited for this study. In each school’s pro�le, we  
provide a short summary introducing the school and high-
lighting its path to distinction, followed by descriptions of 
several concrete practices that seem to have helped improve 
student performance. �ese pro�les are not meant to be  
comprehensive, and each may outline practices employed at 
some of the other schools as well. Our goal is to present, across 
the nine pro�les, a rich variety of practices that, according to 
the educators, parents, students and community partners  
with whom we spoke, are crucial to bringing about and  
maintaining their success over time. We hope that the stories 
that follow will inspire educators and others to imagine and 
implement smart and innovative ways to improve schools 
within their own communities, across Ohio and the nation.

School Profiles: 
Nine Stories of Success
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East Garfield  
Elementary School

Steubenville City School 

District, Steubenville, Ohio

School Profiles

Nestled at the edge of downtown Steubenville, overlooking the Ohio 

River and a majestic expanse of blu�s on the West Virginia shore, this 

little school is often overlooked beside its much-lauded sister school, 

Wells Academy. Yet both—as well as the district’s third elementary 

school—have a place on the state’s selective Schools of Promise list for 

the academic year from 2010 to 2011.

At East, the administrators and teachers we met attribute these schools’ 

common academic successes in large part to their shared emphasis on 

reading and math instruction and their heavy use of data—qualities of 

the proprietary school reform program Success for All (SFA)—which 

the district purchases for each school. �e introduction of SFA signaled 

a commitment by the district to academic achievement at any cost. 

�e program fundamentally changed education at East Gar�eld 

Elementary School.

�e administration said, when we got Success for All, that they 

never wanted to hear a teacher ever again say that they didn’t 

have the materials they needed to teach. �ey stuck with that.  

—Teacher

When Success for All came in, it was a whole new world. We got 

recognized. We had a program. We had a continuous program. 

—Teacher

Steubenville City School District’s shared elementary education 

program, we learned, is but one of the pillars supporting East 

Gar�eld Elementary’s success; the school is equally de�ned by  

its “tough love” approach to school culture and its enthusiastic 

community of supporters.

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

3RD GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

4TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

East Garfield  

Elementary

 
 
100% 
91.9%

 
96.9% 
96.9%

Steubenville City 

School District 
 

99.4% 
95.3%

 
98.7% 
98.7%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 5 

 (2001–02, 2003–04, 2004–05, 2009–10, 

 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent 
 with Distinction

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	354	(White:	39%; 
 Black: 37%; Multiracial: 23%; Economically 

 Disadvantaged: 87%; Students with 

 Disabilities: 24%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 55.3%

•	 Grades	P–5

Steubenville City School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	2,252	(White: 
 58%; Black: 28%; Multiracial: 13%; 

 Hispanic: 1%; Economically Disadvantaged: 

 66%; Students with Disabilities: 17%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 60.7%
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At East, genuine love and a�ection for students seem to 

�nd their complement in unapologetic high expectations. 

“If you expect it, they’ll do it,” said one teacher. “No 

excuses,” said another. And community support at East, we 

heard, takes the form of devoted volunteers and donors 

from all walks of life who take great pride in their city. 

From its creation through the present, committed commu-

nity members have been an integral part of the school.

�ere’s a lot more pride in the community than 

people are aware of. People fought for East to be here. 

�ey were going to build one super elementary school 

which would have been up on the hill. �e residents 

said absolutely not. �ey wanted an elementary 

school to remain downtown. Everybody’s very excited 

that East was not forgotten in the plans. It brought a 

lot of pride back to the area. —Community Partner

What follows are some of the key practices that appear to 

support the three pillars of success we observed at East: a 

strong academic program, a loving yet challenging school 

culture and the persistent support of community members.

Basic needs first

I had a little boy in my class. His shoes were falling 

apart. I said [to my colleagues], “So-and-so needs a 

pair of shoes. It’s going to have to come from us.” �e 

same little guy, I don’t know what happened to his 

binder, but now I feel like it’s my responsibility to go 

and get the boy a binder. He’s not the only one that 

I’ve bought a binder for. —Teacher

Teachers and administrators at East showed us that they 

believe in taking whatever steps are necessary to make their 

students’ academic success possible, and that often entails 

providing for students’ basic needs �rst. Across the board, 

they told us they have, out of their own pockets or by 

means of donations, provided particular students with 

additional food, clothes, shoes, jackets, book bags, school 

supplies, bathing suits and other necessities. �ough this 

practice is not o�cial school policy, teachers told us that 

they now maintain a closet full of clothes and a drawer that 

always holds food for needy children. 

We have a closet full of clothes we give them. We give 

them warm clothes. We give them food. We give them 

food over the weekend when they’re not going to eat. 

We take care of them, we do. —Teacher

Administrators even spoke of involving themselves in 

students’ lives outside the school building, riding the bus 

or traveling to students’ homes in response to issues. �ey 

are acutely aware of events in the community that might 

a�ect particular students’ abilities to learn. �ey feel it is 

their responsibility to respond to such events when they 

might involve East students, at one point telling us, in so 

many words, that when the police arrive �rst and the �re 

trucks second, they are there third.

I’ve watched her hug the children as they walk in the 

front door and tell them that she loves them. �ey’re 

not only caring about what is taking place here, but 

[in] their kids’ home lives, because some of them 

might not have it as well at home. —Parent

If a kid doesn’t come to school, she’ll [the principal] 

get in her car and she’ll go to the house, knock on  

the door: “What’s up?” Because she knows them  

and she knows the parents, and they know her.  

—Community Member

Finally, teachers and administrators spoke of their school as 

a place where students can feel safe. �e school building, 

recently renovated, is permanently secured, with all entries 

occurring either by means of an intercom system and 

passage through the front o�ce or under the supervision  

of a sta� member. Because East Gar�eld is located so close 

to downtown Steubenville, sta� reported, these safety 

measures allow the school day to run more smoothly and 

give students and sta� a sense of security.

Alignment of instruction and discipline

Owing to the district’s adoption of Success for All, instruc-

tion throughout East Gar�eld and across Steubenville city 

elementary schools is minutely aligned. �e same material 

is taught by the same means at the same time in every 

classroom in the district. Teachers say that they have the 

leeway to adapt their teaching methods to student or 

classroom needs, but—for the most part—their methods 

are directed by the program.
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Disciplinary procedures at East are also aligned. Using 

color-coded cards, teachers can discipline any student, not 

just their own. �e punishments assigned to each colored 

card are the same across the school, and teachers do not 

frown upon those who discipline students other than their 

own. On the contrary, they believe this practice fosters a 

strong, disciplined learning environment.

Students work in groups

At East Gar�eld Elementary, students often work in 

groups. Within groups, each student has a distinct func-

tion. Students are given points for completing tasks like 

homework, and the group gets a point if each member 

does his or her work. If the entire group’s reading home-

work is turned in, we were told, their accomplishment is 

announced on the loudspeaker. Teachers said this style of 

group work creates positive peer pressure that motivates 

students to complete their work.

Leadership brings in the community

Community pride does not automatically translate into 

support for a local elementary school. �ere is no active 

PTA at East, but there is a robust morning and after-school 

tutoring program sta�ed by volunteers ranging from 

retired teachers to high-pro�le community members. Also, 

donations come into the school from a number of commu-

nity members willing to respond to regular requests from 

school leaders. �ese generous contributions of time and 

money are linked strongly to East’s leaders’ long-term 

personal relationships in the community, which they 

leverage assertively.

Administrators at East are quick to o�er their school as the 

answer to any relation’s expressed desire to “give back” or 

“help out.” Volunteers related stories in which they had 

told one administrator or the other that they would like to 

contribute in some way and, before they knew it, found 

themselves tutoring one or two times a week. Similarly, 

donors spoke of administrators’ willingness to simply call 

up and tell them what sort of donation they need for each 

school year. In the end, community members told us, these 

administrators’ intense passion and persistence motivate 

them to become involved at East.
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Citizens Academy  
Elementary School

Breakthrough Charter 

Schools, Cleveland, Ohio

When Citizens Academy was founded over a decade ago, the school 

struggled to live up to its academic ideals. But after administrators and 

teachers took a summer to visit successful East Coast schools, they 

consciously crafted a new school culture out of the proven policies and 

practices they had observed and deemed suitable for their school. �e 

new Citizens dispensed with its formerly apologetic attitude toward its 

economically disadvantaged students in favor of a stricter, more 

structured format. “�e CA way,” as the school calls it, puts structure, 

discipline and high expectations �rst and leaves no room for excuses 

when students arrive late, forget homework, don’t pay attention in class 

or fail a test. 

We made excuses. �at in itself was a form of discrimination.  

We were discriminating against our kids because we weren’t 

expecting the best for them. We were never going to help them to 

realize their full amazing potential. We were willing to settle for 

second best for them. �at was not okay. —Administrator

Today, teachers and administrators told us, discipline and high expecta-

tions go hand in hand with a commitment to do whatever is necessary 

to keep each child on the path to academic success and productive 

citizenship. �is means that teachers stay late after school, come in 

early and participate in Saturday and summer programming to o�er all 

students the instruction and enrichment opportunities they need to 

stay on track. Motivated by their students’ appreciation, respect and 
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58.3%

 
60.1% 
48.9%

 
43.4% 
30.4% 

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 4 

 (2006–07, 2008–09, 2009–10, 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	408	(Black:	99%; 
 Economically Disadvantaged: 78%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 12%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 44%

•	 2012	National	Blue	Ribbon	Schools	nominee

•	 Grades	K–8

9 For comparison only. Citizens Academy is a charter school not within a school district.
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academic success, as well as by the highly collegial  

atmosphere that characterizes this school, teachers at 

Citizens Academy declare they would not want to work 

anywhere else. 

Here are a few key factors that make Citizens a favorite 

place to learn and teach:

“The CA Way”

When Citizens Academy reformed its practices, adminis-

trators and teachers got together to design what they called 

“the CA way”—a set of high academic and behavioral 

expectations. �e CA way is designed to teach students 

personal responsibility and discipline, as well as to cultivate 

in them a positive, ambitious attitude. It includes require-

ments as to what students must wear, when they must be at 

school, how they must act in school—toward teachers and 

toward one another—and the e�orts they must put into 

their work in and out of school. 

�e CA way also includes strict consequences for a 

student’s failure to ful�ll his or her responsibilities.  

Central to the CA way is a “no excuses” policy, whereby 

every student—not just the “bad kids”—must be held 

accountable for their misdeeds. Students can be disciplined 

when their in-school behavior and attitudes do not live  

up to the CA way, as well as when they fail to complete  

the tasks required of them out of school—such as getting  

a paper signed by their parents. Designated administrators 

oversee discipline, make sure that it is applied consistently 

throughout the building’s classrooms and hallways  

and defend disciplinary decisions against occasional 

parental complaints. 

A parent said, “Well, that was my fault. I didn’t sign 

it.” I said, “Well, we’re in the month of May. You 

already know the routine, and so does your child. We 

shouldn’t even be having this discussion. You know 

what’s expected of you. Unfortunately, your child did 

receive a detention. Hopefully, this will remind you to 

make sure that it gets signed next time.”  

—Parent Coordinator

Despite Citizens’ formal disciplinary structure and strict 

policy of enforcement, we found some �exibility among 

teachers, administrators and sta� as to its application. 

Everyone was aware that formal discipline may not be 

e�ective in some cases, and they felt that as educators 

they must make e�orts to solve student issues in  

alternate ways if necessary. One administrator related  

a story in which detention after detention failed to  

push two students to �nish their homework, so she  

called the students every night, reminding them to do 

their homework if they had not.

In-house professional development

Citizens Academy relies on in-house professional develop-

ment to socialize new teachers into the school’s cultural 

norms, to help struggling teachers improve and to keep 

veteran teachers energized.

Professional development takes place in frequent formal 

and informal collaborations among teachers. �roughout 

the year, teachers observe, assist and support one  

another regularly. During the summer, time is set aside  

for all school sta� to come together and work on issues  

and practices that teachers and the administration  

deem important. 

As part of the hiring process, we were told, applicants must 

perform a teaching demonstration that other teachers are 

invited to attend and review. �is experience communi-

cates to incoming teachers that they are expected to be 

open to, and contribute to, a professional learning commu-

nity. When new teachers arrive, they receive a formal 

orientation to the school and are paired with experienced 

teachers who assist them on a daily basis. 

Moreover, Citizens’ administration is made up of educa-

tional experts on such topics as classroom management 

issues, mathematics and English curriculum. Teachers who 

struggle in any of these areas can rely on personalized 

support from these leaders. 

I became a better math teacher by working with our 

math coordinator. No other school that I’ve ever 

worked at had an expert in reading or an expert in 

math, who comes into your classroom and does 

hands-on stu� and assists you. —Teacher
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Parental involvement

When enrolling their children at Citizens Academy, we 

were told, parents must vow to be active participants in 

their child’s education. Aside from attending orientation 

meetings and parent-teacher conferences, this means 

parents agree to transport their child to and from school 

every day, to make themselves available throughout the day 

if teachers need to call them, to support the school’s 

disciplinary decisions, to monitor their child’s academic 

progress and to volunteer at the school or at school-spon-

sored events for at least eight hours each school year. And 

the school is not shy about pushing parents to ful�ll their 

obligations. Each month, families receive a note listing 

how many volunteer hours each parent has completed and 

the ways in which they ful�lled those hours.

What I’ve noticed is that a lot of our parents actually 

compete against each other. “Oh, they’re at 15 hours, 

then I need to put a little bit more in. Oh, I only 

have an hour. I think I need to get on the ball.” 

Children, when they see that, they’ll say, “Mom, we’re 

the only ones who don’t have anything by our names.” 

Once a month that reminder goes home.  

—Parent Coordinator

Citizens Academy couples its high expectations for parental 

involvement with active support for families in their e�orts 

to ful�ll these expectations. We were told that teachers 

make themselves available year-round to parents, and at the 

start of each academic year, pairs of teachers make a home 

visit to the families of each of their students. During these 

visits, teachers openly discuss with parents their plans and 

expectations for the coming year. Sta�, teachers, students 

and parents all told us that they value these home meetings 

highly and that the meetings largely set the tone for an 

active and supporting teacher-parent partnership. 

To foster parental involvement, Citizens also employs a 

dedicated parent coordinator. �e coordinator assists 

parents with academic and non-academic questions, helps 

them �gure out their volunteer requirements and explains 

everything that is currently going on at the school. �e 

coordinator also leads meetings of the Parent Advisory 

Council, or PAC—Citizens’ version of the PTA. In 

addition to these procedural duties, the coordinator 

counsels students on personal problems throughout the 

school day, calls parents with good and bad news regarding 

their children and meets with parents when it is deter-

mined that issues at school might best be resolved at home.

Saturday school

At Citizens Academy, school does not necessarily end on 

Friday: Saturday school serves as a valuable opportunity for 

academic enrichment, particularly in the months leading 

up to state tests. On Saturday, students are taught impor-

tant, testable content—math, reading and science—in an 

engaging format. Each grade level has tailored activities 

that follow a theme: a race car derby, cooking, geology and 

volcanoes, game shows, and others. We were told that as a 

result of e�orts like Saturday school, test scores at Citizens 

have gone up; and perhaps more important, according to 

one administrator, the kids love learning in the exciting 

Saturday school format.

In addition to providing academic enrichment, Saturday 

school at Citizens serves disciplinary functions. Saturday 

school is at the top of a pyramid of disciplinary measures, 

starting, at the bottom, with lunch or recess detention and, in 

the middle, with in- and out-of-school suspension. Students 

who have racked up three detentions earn a mandatory 

Saturday school, to which they must come in uniform from 

8:00 in the morning until 1:00 in the afternoon. 

Saturday instruction is an integral part of Citizens’ high 

performance on state tests. We were told that teachers are 

compensated for the time they give to Saturday school, but 

they are not required to participate in this program. 

Nonetheless, we heard that in this school’s collegial culture, 

everyone’s voluntary participation is a given. 

We sink or swim together. We do a lot of Saturday 

programming for the children, and we all have to 

help. If the person who has the children that struggle 

the most feels that they are the ones who have to work 

after school alone, and they’re the ones who have to 

come in on Saturdays to help alone, then no teacher 

will ever want to take those children.  

—Superintendent
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Grove Patterson Academy 
Elementary School

Toledo City School  

District, Toledo, Ohio

Grove Patterson Academy was founded in response to the threat that a 

for-pro�t company might take over schools in the Toledo City School 

District. To prove that a homegrown Toledo school could produce 

high-achieving students, teachers and administrators tell us, the 

teachers union and the city school district worked together to create a 

school structured unlike any other in the city, with an extended daily 

and yearly schedule, a special reading program, autonomy in its hiring 

choices and mandatory parental involvement. Grove Patterson was 

created with a vision: to be a school where students’ best interests  

come �rst. 

You’ll see teachers here that say, “I do what’s best because that’s 

what the kids need, that’s what the parents want.” When you’re 

operating under that ideology, you won’t fail because you’re going 

to go above and beyond. —Principal

�ere is no sense that union support for Grove has declined over the 

years, but teachers know, given current economic conditions, that they 
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•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 2 

 (2004-05, 2009-10)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Effective

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	372	(Black:	49%; 
 White: 37%; Hispanic: 8%; Multiracial: 5%; 

 Economically Disadvantaged: 49%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 8%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 72.7%

•	 Grades	K–8

Toledo City School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	22,277	 
 (Black: 45%; White: 40%; Hispanic: 9%; 

 Multiracial: 6%; Asian or Pacific Islander: 

 1%; Economically Disadvantaged: 77%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 16%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 55.9%
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must maintain high test scores or the district could easily 

pull the plug on their school. Already, the departure of 

Grove’s founding principal two years ago was followed by 

cutbacks to some of the school’s central programs—a dual 

hit. Yet in the absence of strong leadership, teachers 

demonstrated the resilience of Grove’s success by taking it 

upon themselves to maintain their school’s distinctive 

culture and practices, which have become deeply embed-

ded in their habits and expectations. 

A new, permanent principal is �nally in place at Grove. 

�ough she arrived without an intimate knowledge of 

Grove’s culture and practices, she believes that earning  

the trust and respect of her sta� and the community is  

of paramount importance to her job—a mind-set that, 

judging by what we heard from teachers and parents in  

this study, should help her integrate well at Grove. 

I have to be part of the community. It’s very hard to 

serve a community if you are not part of it. When I 

was called for this position, I really thought about it. 

I thought, “Will I be a good �t for that school? Is that 

what the teachers want? Is that what the community 

wants? Is that what the parents want?” —Principal

Here are some of the key elements that, according to the 

stakeholders we interviewed, are responsible for Grove 

Patterson’s continuous academic progress and which many 

have worked to maintain through the years.

Reading at the center

Success for All (SFA), a proprietary school reform program, 

puts reading at the center of Grove Patterson’s instructional 

program, and parents are well aware of its bene�t. �ey 

told us how well their children read and concluded that 

Grove’s reading program is one of the key reasons their 

school stands out against others. 

It’s treated kind of like a college environment, where 

if the children are performing at a higher level, they 

move them into higher reading groups. What I’ve seen 

in other schools is that the pace of the class only moves 

as fast as the slowest child. —Parent

My son is a really great reader, and I saw his teachers 

really emphasize developing his reading and writing 

skills from an early age here. —Parent

One sta� member at Grove told us that reading is so  

well liked by the students that teachers actually have to 

remind them to look up from their books while walking  

in the hallway. And, Grove Patterson teachers told us,  

the positive skills and habits that students gain from a 

program heavily focused on reading extend beyond English 

class, bene�ting every teacher’s e�orts and creating an 

encouraging learning environment.

I’m teaching math, but the kids ask me, “Have you 

read this book?” I couldn’t get over the conversations 

that they had about the books they were reading. 

�ey’re really reading, and then they want to read the 

second book and the third book in the series.  

—Teacher

I’m a science teacher, and I’ve found that the children 

work together in groups on something in science class 

because they’ve had Success for All. Because they’ve 

worked together and they know how to answer 

questions together and discuss, they do wonderful in 

science or any other subject when you put them in 

groups to do activities. —Teacher

Success for All structures reading instruction so that all 

teachers are involved—even math, gym and art teachers—

to ensure more personalized instruction in smaller groups. 

Under SFA, each day starts with 90 minutes of reading 

instruction. In past years at Grove Patterson, we were told, 

these 90 minutes were sacrosanct. A student entering 

school late, even for the most excusable reasons, was not 

allowed to enter his or her classroom until silent reading 

time ended. 

Team looping

Successful practices at Grove Patterson extend beyond 

instruction and into the way teaching is structured at the 

school. Teachers at the school stay with their classrooms  

for two years at a time, which they told us allows them to 

build longer-term relationships with students and better 

teach to students’ individual needs. 

Over a two-year period, I know the kids and their 

parents. �e relationships and the family atmosphere 

you have with the kids after two years is huge.  

—Teacher
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�is system is called “looping,” a practice that, at Grove 

Patterson, is strengthened by the pairing of each teacher 

with another. �e paired teachers rotate between consecu-

tive grade levels each year—so that one follows his or her 

classroom to the subsequent grade while the other returns 

to the preceding grade and a new classroom. In this system, 

teachers told us, they provide valuable support for their 

partners, especially during their common planning time. 

Moreover, teachers at Grove sit in on interviews with job 

applicants and are thus able to evaluate new hires as 

potential looping partners. 

As a teacher in the classroom, sometimes you get a 

little frustrated. With the looping partner, you have 

somebody to sit down with and discuss what you’re 

going to do. Even though I teach third and she 

teaches fourth, we still have the basic concepts  

and the basic things we need to teach. —Teacher

Selective hiring

Many of Grove Patterson’s teachers have been at the school 

since it was founded. And a low level of turnover has given 

Grove a reputation as a good school in which to teach. As a 

result, we were told, hiring has become fairly competitive. 

Sta� told us that at Grove Patterson, only the most highly 

quali�ed teachers need apply. And this is especially true 

because, in its district, Grove has a special level of control 

over its hiring process.

Moreover, at Grove teachers are involved in the hiring 

process. �ey told us that they appreciate this responsibility 

because it allows them to ensure that new teachers will be 

on board with the school’s philosophy that the children’s 

needs must come �rst—another reason Grove has been 

able to sustain its successful practices through signi�cant 

budget and leadership challenges.

Incentives for good behavior  

and academic performance

One thing that I think our school does better than a 

lot of schools is rewards. Not only “�is is your bad 

behavior that we need to correct,” but “�is is your 

good behavior and we’re going to reward you.”  

—Parent

Grove Patterson seeks to incentivize good behavior and 

academic performance by means of consistent, simple 

rewards. Students themselves told us about three programs 

in particular: Fun Fridays, “Caught You Being Good,” and 

end-of-quarter parties. Each provides incentives over 

di�erent periods of time. Weekly, students tell us, they 

have the opportunity to participate in Fun Fridays, in 

which they are allowed some time toward the end of the 

school day on Friday for free-form activities—but they can 

participate only if they have not missed homework 

assignments or received demerits that week. “Caught  

You Being Good,” students told us, comes around  

monthly. Nominated students have their names placed  

in a hat, and the one whose name is picked receives a 

goody bag. Finally, each quarter, students who have not 

missed many homework assignments and have few 

demerits are allowed to attend a recreational event,  

which may take place on or o� the school premises.

Last semester, we went bowling. We walked around 

and did bowling. —Student

�en before Christmas break, we have the Wii. We 

bring in a Wii with games, and we play that. We 

played Michael Jackson Experience [Michael Jackson: 

�e Experience]. —Student

�e students remembered well what was required of them 

to receive each incentive, and they remembered the times 

they had received those incentives in the past. �ey seemed 

excited about the parties and prizes they received due to 

their good behavior and academic performance. 
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River Valley Middle School Gallia County Local School  

District, Bidwell, Ohio

Old rivalries made River Valley’s success look like a long shot, accord-

ing to parents and teachers at the school. When it was founded �ve 

years ago, the school’s teachers and students were drawn from around 

the county—from competing schools, which many of the teachers and 

parents themselves had previously attended. Many in the community 

assumed that animosity would reign among the di�erent factions. 

Students would �ght. Teachers would not work together. And success 

would be di�cult.

When teachers walked into their new school the day before it opened, 

their doubts might have doubled. �e building was still under con-

struction; their teaching materials were all packed in boxes. “We didn’t 

have textbooks for a couple of weeks,” one teacher told us. Nobody 

knew exactly how this little school would work. Ultimately, however, 

the sta� and students came together. In one teacher’s words:

Everyone thought there were going to be a lot of problems, and 

they kind of expected us to fail. We had a really good leader. He 

pulled the sta� together and we worked hard. �e whole time 

we’ve set our goals high and we’ve worked hard to achieve them. 

—Teacher

Today, we were told, River Valley is beginning to crowd with the 

children of parents who have heard of the school’s success—an inter-

district open enrollment policy allows families from neighboring 

school districts to apply for a spot at the school. �e instruction 
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•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 3 

 (2008–09, 2009–10, 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent 
 with Distinction

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	375	(White:	95%; 
 Black: 3.4%; Economically Disadvantaged: 

 54%; Students with Disabilities: 13%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 57.9%

•	 Grades	6–8

Gallia County Local School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	2,435	(White: 
 96%; Black 2%; Multiracial: 1%; Hispanic: 

 0.5% Economically Disadvantaged: 51%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 19%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 40.4%
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students receive at River Valley is in�uenced heavily by 

professional development and reform e�orts initiated at the 

district level and by a principal whose long experience and 

unyielding dedication have set the tone for teachers’ e�orts. 

A familial atmosphere pervades, and teachers—in speaking 

of their jobs—frequently return to a belief in doing 

whatever they have to for the kids. For three of its �ve 

years, River Valley has gained a place on Ohio’s Schools of 

Promise list; for the 2010–11 academic year, it was the list’s 

only middle school. 

80-Minute Classes

When River Valley instituted extended class periods, some 

teachers feared they would not know what to do with all that 

extra time; but today, they tell us that time is indispensable.

When they went into these 80-minute periods, I said, 

“What will I do for 80 minutes? �at’s twice what it 

has been.” Now I don’t think I can make it without 

the 80 minutes. —Teacher

During 80-minute classes, teachers not only have time to 

instruct students on new concepts, they can also assess 

students’ understanding of those concepts, intervene with 

individual students who are struggling, provide practice 

materials that replace the need for homework and revisit 

old content that assessments indicate students do not fully 

grasp. �e longer class periods also allow teachers to fully 

utilize full-time and seasonal intervention specialists, who 

help struggling students with di�cult content and provide 

the capacity to split students into small, targeted groups 

leading up to major tests.

Furthermore, we were told that extended class periods 

mean students never miss out on a class because of assem-

blies or other schoolwide events; those events are scheduled 

to occupy only 40 minutes—half of the class period. �e 

same goes for specials such as art and gym, which are 

blocked such that they take 40 minutes (that is, half a 

period) from any given class just once per week. Teachers at 

River Valley said they appreciate that they have to sacri�ce 

only some, if any, of their instruction time.

Collaboration in teacher-based teams

At River Valley, teacher-based teams (TBTs) are organized 

by content area; in them, teachers explained, they meet 

weekly to review student data, discuss individualized and 

general teaching strategies and align instruction. Teachers 

meet monthly in TBTs by grade level. In addition, teachers 

in a given content area and grade level from across the 

entire district will meet occasionally to discuss their 

strategies and experiences.

We meet by subject, and then that gives us a good 

opportunity to bounce ideas o� of each other or plan 

testing or whatever it happens to be. —Teacher

�e TBTs are good at helping us get that communica-

tion going. —Teacher

According to teachers, TBTs received a di�erent reception 

at River Valley from that of extended class periods. With a 

brief introduction and an enthusiastic, if vague, commit-

ment to the concept, the school implemented this reform 

and teachers quickly found they did not know how to 

make use of it. 

As soon as we had that training, we jumped in it and 

we didn’t really have a model for how to use it. We 

jumped in it so quick before we really came up with 

our own plan. �en we kind of made a plan as we 

went along. We should’ve taken bits and pieces from 

it before we just jumped in like it was a gospel 

because we really didn’t know how to use it.  

—Teacher

�e reform did not readily �t River Valley, where teach-

ers, some of whom teach multiple subjects across more 

than one grade, would fall into more than one TBT. 

However, they worked together to adapt the reform to 

their particular situation, and soon they found it was  

an indispensable tool.
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A broad view of the learning environment

At River Valley and throughout its district, deliberate 

attention is paid to the broader context of children’s 

learning and development. District o�cials and the 

principal care about students’ experiences on the school 

bus; they care about students’ experiences in the  

lunchroom. As a result, sta� in support positions are 

considered an equal part of the team, and students, 

whether they notice it or not, inhabit a more comfortable 

and nurturing environment than they would otherwise. 

A bus driver can set the tone in your building right 

o� the bat. If a kid gets o� a bus and that bus driver 

is grouchy, and they yell at a kid, then that carries 

over into the school. �ey play a strategic role, and 

most of my bus drivers are really pretty good about 

saying, “Good morning.” Just those two little words, 

“Good morning,” when you get on that bus—that 

makes that kid feel like, Hey, someone cares.  

—Principal

At River Valley, the district o�cial in charge of food and 

transportation, we were told, makes a conscious e�ort to 

increase route e�ciency for those students who live a great 

distance away, to reduce their time on the bus. Moreover, 

he created a lunchroom that serves food to students in a 

way that masks which students receive reduced-price or 

free food—a reform that recognizes the stigma some 

students may feel. �e invisible payment program and 

pointed attention to serving foods that actually appeal to 

students have made the district’s cafeteria one of very few 

in the state to run a pro�t. It is well-known among parents 

that the school’s food is good.

Also, at River Valley the principal considers it his duty to 

have a visible presence at sports games and school 

functions no matter what their distance from the school. 

He hopes his presence demonstrates to students and 

parents the depth of his commitment, inspiring them  

to reach for greater heights; and those are exactly the 

terms in which sta�, parents and students independently 

told us about this.

Students as owners of their education

�is is another point on which River Valley’s principal and 

its superintendent echo each other: Both speak emphati-

cally about building student capacity for independent 

decision making among students. �is school year, the 

principal put this philosophy into action by securing for 

each student $15 to be spent at the school’s book fair on 

age-appropriate books.  

�ey can go into the book fair and purchase books on 

their level. �at way, when kids come back and say, 

“Well, I don’t have a book to read over the summer,” 

I can say, “Oh yes, you do. You had an opportunity to 

buy a book that you wanted of your choice, of your 

interest.” �ey don’t have that excuse to say they don’t 

have books. —Principal

�e administrators’ rhetoric is also matched by concrete 

structures built into the classroom. At the start of each 

quarter, teachers meet individually with each student to 

develop a “Student Education Plan.” After reviewing his or 

her data, the student must set three goals and state realistic 

steps to take to accomplish them. �e plan is revisited 

throughout the year—with greater frequency for struggling 

students. Together, each student and their teacher evaluate 

the student’s progress and talk about what they can both 

do to ensure the student achieves his or her goals.
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Hannah J. Ashton  
Middle School

Reynoldsburg City School 

District, Reynoldsburg, Ohio

Until not too long ago, sta� told us, the hallways at Hannah J. Ashton 

Middle School were chaotic and student performance was persistently 

poor. Teachers, used to focusing on their own classrooms and manag-

ing discipline individually, knew that something needed to change.  

We all sat dumbfounded at the table because we all were working 

hard, but were we working e�ciently? �at is when we started 

rethinking, “What are we doing? How can we be working 

smarter?” —Teacher

�e arrival of a new principal shook everything up. First, she instituted 

strict behavioral policies aimed at turning chaotic hallways into a safe 

environment for teachers and students. �en she incrementally 

expanded data-guided instructional strategies among her teachers and 

instituted ability grouping within each grade to better target each 

student’s needs. Test scores started to turn around.

According to sta�, not all were convinced of the new principal’s 

methods at �rst, but success brought most around. Today, teachers at 

Hannah J. Ashton speak of their approach to education with intense 

pride and devotion. �ey all repeat the same guiding principle:

We don’t care outside this building what everybody else is doing; 

but, for what we’re doing here, we always ask ourselves: Is it best 

for our kids? —Teacher

�e principal under whom Hannah J. Ashton turned around has now 

left the school. When we spoke with sta� members, a new principal 

had just been announced. Teachers told us that some of their ranks had 

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

5TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

6TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

Hannah J. Ashton 

Middle School

 
 
86.7% 
81.4%

 
95.9% 
89.3%

Reynoldsburg City 

School District 
 

82.4% 
75.4%

 
93.7% 
89.0%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 0

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent 
 with Distinction

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	416	(Black:	35%; 
 White: 46%; Multiracial: 12%; Hispanic: 

 6%; Economically Disadvantaged: 54%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 16%; Limited 

 English Proficiency: 4%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 79.2%

•	 Grades	5–6

Reynoldsburg City School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	5,811	(Black: 
 35%; White: 51%; Hispanic: 4%;  

 Multiracial: 9%; Asian or Pacific Islander: 

 2%; Economically Disadvantaged: 42%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 14%; Limited 

 English Proficiency: 5%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 76.2%
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been included in the interview process to ensure that a new 

principal would �t, and could lead, their valued culture of 

success. �us, while some teachers worried that a number 

of large changes in the coming years might derail their 

success, others were con�dent that their own e�orts to 

preserve their school’s practices and values would ensure 

their continued success.

Here are some of the key policies and practices that are 

ingrained in the way teaching and learning happen at 

Hannah J. Ashton and which many insiders feel will keep 

the school on track in years to come. 

Data use

One of the major innovations instituted during the tenure 

of Hannah J. Ashton’s previous principal was intense data 

use for a wide range of purposes. At this school, data on 

student achievement is broken down by individual test 

questions, allowing teachers to pinpoint the speci�c 

content with which particular students struggle and  

track those students’ progress in response to intervention 

e�orts. Assessments are administered throughout the year 

so that teachers can respond to student struggles rapidly 

and accurately.

Additionally, teachers and administrators told us that 

aggregated data on particular test questions allows them to 

recognize when an entire class is struggling with a concept. 

�is keeps teachers accountable for their own teaching 

methods, demonstrating when their strategies need 

improvement and often prompting them to seek the 

assistance of another teacher. Administrators also keep tabs 

on student data, recognizing when a teacher is struggling 

and intervening to coordinate a strategy for improvement. 

Teachers respond well to this level of evaluation because it 

takes places within a highly collegial culture, where trust 

among colleagues and a focus on what is best for students 

trump competition and defensiveness. 

You have to admit your own weakness, but we’re all 

so comfortable with each other that we can do that, 

and that’s so important. Because the only way you 

would ever grow as an educator and grow to help 

kids is to �gure out what you are terrible at and to 

help each other out. —Teacher

Moreover, administrators told us that data gathering and 

analysis is employed for more than just instructional uses; 

it also in�uences behavioral policy. For instance, after 

gathering data on the times and places that �ghts occur 

most often and surveying students as to the locations they 

feel least safe at school, administration was able to craft 

targeted preventive policies. Speci�cally, we heard at Grove 

that surveys showed students feel least safe in the rest-

rooms, on the playground and on school buses; in re-

sponse, policies were implemented to limit the number of 

students traveling to the restroom—or anywhere else 

outside the classroom—at one time and to close o� areas 

of the playground not monitored directly by a faculty 

member. We were told that a follow-up survey soon after 

the implementation of those policies showed a marked 

upturn in students’ feelings of safety in the restrooms and 

on the playground.

Although data seems to reach into every corner of life at 

Hannah J. Ashton, teachers told us that they do not trust 

the data without question. �ey acknowledged that formal 

data is a useful tool, but it must only supplement a 

teacher’s personal knowledge of a student.

We’ve been trained to know that the data is a 

photograph of one moment in time; and it’s our job 

as teachers to analyze the video, not the photograph. 

—Teacher

Discipline and structure

�e most visible aspect of Hannah J. Ashton’s transforma-

tion is its common behavioral “procedures,” which govern 

students’ movements through the building and behavior in 

particular places. We were told that there are procedures 

for arriving and departing from school, traveling from one 

class to another, going to the library, going to recess, going 

to the restroom, getting one’s breakfast and lunch—even 

for sharpening one’s pencil.

Buy-in from teachers for such a regimen is essential to 

consistent implementation. Teachers reported that they 

help to develop the procedures collaboratively, revising 

them based on their experiences over several years, and that 

together they focus with students, in the �rst two weeks of 

the school year, on intense and repetitive training in the 

procedures. We heard that some teachers initially felt the 
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procedures were too draconian, and students expressed to 

us everything from support for the structures to frustration 

with their restrictiveness. But according to the principal, 

even skeptical teachers understand that there is a need,  

and all seem to acknowledge that the resulting order has 

produced an environment more conducive to learning.

�ey knew the building was not safe. Kids were 

�ghting. It was out of hand, and they knew we 

needed to do something. �at was very clear.  

—Principal

To complement the school’s strict procedures, teachers and 

administrators employ a system of incentives to encourage 

students to perform. Students who do not get more than 

three minuses on their report card, have not been sent to 

time-out and have not been suspended are eligible to 

attend quarterly events such as �eld trips and movie days. 

Furthermore, every Friday during the month of May, 

events are held for the students. On the �nal day of school, 

the entire student body goes to a local swimming pool.  

But students who behave poorly are not allowed to attend 

these special events.

Ability grouping

�e most radical change implemented by Hannah J. 

Ashton’s reform-minded principal is ability grouping across 

all grades. Today, students at Hannah are placed in teams, 

of which there are three per grade, called crew, navigators 

and contenders. Placement is based primarily on students’ 

state test scores, but students are never locked into their 

teams. Rather, continuing assessment—formal and 

observational—throughout the year allows students to �ow 

between higher- and lower-achieving ability groups based 

on their performance.

According to teachers, students in each team are subject to 

the same curricular standards and quarterly exams. What 

di�ers among the teams is the method and pace of instruc-

tion. Additionally, the high-achieving ability groups’ class 

sizes are signi�cantly larger than those of the lowest 

achievers. Teachers at Hannah J. Ashton attribute much of 

their students’ academic success to ability grouping and 

appreciate the opportunity to work with students with 

comparable skill levels and needs. 

It’s just more e�cient. I know where my kids can 

start, and I can take them way beyond that. It’s not 

like I have three advanced kids and two IEP 

[individualized education plan] kids who need so 

much intensive help, and then the advanced kids are 

just sitting there. �ey’re all around the same ability, 

so I can just take them and run with it. —Teacher

Teachers at Hannah J. Ashton continue to evaluate and 

reevaluate their practices in terms of their outgoing 

principal’s favorite question: “Is what we’re doing best for 

our kids?” As long as this question is asked repeatedly and 

answered honestly, few teachers, parents and administrators 

are worried about this school’s ongoing success. 
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Northwest High School Northwest Local School  

District, McDermott, Ohio

Spanning 126 square miles, Northwest Local School District is home 

to students who travel far each morning to attend Northwest High 

School, a place lauded beyond the district for fair play, kindness, 

integrity and academic ambition. Northwest High School radiates 

compassion and fun for students of all abilities and diverse talents. A 

devoted sta� models the warmheartedness, sportsmanship and hard 

work that they expect from their students; and parents vow to support 

the school and its teams long after their children have graduated.

Academically, Northwest High School has come a long way, from a 

recurring “continuous improvement” rating to three consecutive years 

as a School of Promise. Change, we learned, came slowly yet deliber-

ately. While school and district leadership have long had a strong 

academic vision for Northwest High School, practices were introduced 

selectively and carefully, in collaboration with valued, long-term sta�.

Everything that’s in place now has been a culmination of that process of 

change. —Assistant Principal 

Taking lessons from many years of coaching basketball, the Northwest 

leadership knew that their success depended on the motivation and 

cohesion of their team. At Northwest, as at many other schools we 

visited, motivation and cohesion among teachers evolved through 

opportunities to work together in teams to �gure out how to best 

implement new standards and practices, while being guided by leaders 

who maintain a clear long-term vision for the school and also respond 

to the daily needs of their sta�. 

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

10TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

11TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

Northwest High  

School1

 
 
91.3% 
85.6%

 
92.9% 
88.4%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 3 

 (2008–09, 2009–10, 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Effective

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	475	(White:	 
 99%; Economically Disadvantaged:  

 58%; Students with Disabilities: 20%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 53.1%

•	 Grades	9–12

Northwest Local School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	1,719	(White: 
 99%; Multiracial: 1%; Economically 

 Disadvantaged: 68%; Students with 

 Disabilities: 17%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 57%

1 Because Northwest is the only high school in its district, district data on these points do not o�er any  

meaningful comparison.
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Today, sta�, teachers and administration at Northwest 

share the fruits of their labor—happily graduating students 

with concrete plans for postsecondary education—and 

they are ready to take on the next challenges: advancing 

math and science instruction, defending a state-of-the-art 

wood shop against funding cuts and helping more students 

and families to view higher education outside their com-

munity’s boundaries as a viable option.

Block scheduling and daily intervention period

Moving from a seven-period day to block scheduling over  

a decade ago is widely recognized by sta� as the move that 

has put Northwest on an upward academic trajectory. �is 

structural shift—resisted at �rst—not only gave teachers 

more time for instruction and practice in the classroom, 

but brought with it a number of serendipitous outcomes: 

Sta� noticed that when students traveled less between 

classes, opportunities for disruptive behaviors and con�icts 

were reduced and students were better behaved; and 

administration concluded that the increased training that 

sta� received in how to make the most of block schedules 

also helped to build a stronger team spirit and greater cohe-

sion among teachers. 

It was neat to watch how our culture changed 

through that process [moving from a seven-period day 

to the block schedule] because the teachers were 

trained in it. �e kids bought into what we were 

doing. �e sta� bought into it, and there’s a lot more 

collegiality among sta� now. —Assistant Principal

Moreover, block scheduling at Northwest is designed to 

allow for a daily 45-minute “intervention period.” We 

heard that from Monday through �ursday, students go 

back to meet their �rst-, second-, third- and fourth-period 

teachers, respectively, to catch up on class materials. 

Teachers also work together to use this time �exibly, so that 

a student who needs more help in one subject may use all 

of one week’s intervention to meet with the same teacher. 

On Fridays, intervention time is used for 45 minutes of 

fun activities: Students sign up to spend this time playing 

in the gym, working in the wood shop, doing arts and 

crafts, playing games, reading and so on.

Individual class scheduling

A few years ago, the guidance counselors at Northwest—

admired by parents, students and teachers alike because of 

their genuine interest in students and their e�orts to build 

personal relationships with each one—felt their students 

weren’t served well in a system in which the majority chose 

classes and designed class schedules on a computer on their 

own. Consequently, they implemented a new policy in 

which each student must meet in person with a guidance 

counselor to design his or her class schedule and plan 

classes up to graduation. �rough personal contact, the 

guidance counselors at Northwest found they have a better 

chance of ensuring that students understand their require-

ments and options, encouraging them to sign up for classes 

that may seem challenging at �rst and ultimately designing 

their schedules with long-term goals in mind. �e guid-

ance counselors also value the structured time with 

students as an opportunity to build a personal rapport. 

Targeted e�ort to increase  

college-going culture

Many of the students at Northwest High School will be the 

�rst in their families to attend college. Administration and 

sta� see it as their responsibility to encourage these students 

to consider studying for a college degree, and consequently 

many practices are in place to instill an overall college-going 

culture at the school, from publicizing and celebrating high 

ACT scores, college application and college acceptances to 

o�ering postsecondary enrollment options in collaboration 

with the local community college. Moreover, guidance 

counselors keep students and families informed about career 

days, college application deadlines, scholarship opportunities 

and the like through a Facebook page, newsletters and a TV 

screen outside the guidance o�ce.  

All these practices are reinforced through the daily conver-

sations guidance counselors strike up with students in the 

hallway and the lunchroom, questioning them about their 

plans following graduation. Every Northwest student 

knows that he or she is expected to apply to some form of 

postsecondary education before they graduate; and they 

know that their guidance counselors will give them all the 

support they need for their applications, leaving no room 

for excuses.  
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He promised me that he would do anything he had to 

so this would work out for me, and he has. So I think 

if we didn’t have a guidance counselor like him, I 

probably wouldn’t be able to �gure out what I need 

to do to get myself to where I need to be next year. 

�ey treat you like you’re the only person who 

matters. When you’re in their o�ce, you’re the only 

person that matters at that point. —Student

Safe and fun learning environment

At Northwest, academic ambition does not undermine the 

school’s compassionate, fun-loving and integrative culture. 

A core focus for all sta�, we heard, is to make this school  

a home for everyone. As such, the school has become 

known for successfully integrating and nurturing its 

comparatively high percentage of special education 

students. Furthermore, Northwest o�ers a diverse range  

of classes and extracurricular activities, including a broad 

athletic program, wood shop, arts, quiz bowl and peer 

listening, among others. And teachers demonstrate their 

care and interest in their students in many ways outside  

of the classroom—for example, by participating in the 

senior video or by lending Kindles and iPads to students 

to complete a reading assignment. Students and parents 

greatly value all the activities and practices that make 

Northwest High School a safe and warm place to learn  

and be together. 
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Eastmoor Academy  
High School

Columbus City School  

District, Columbus, Ohio

In 1999, Eastmoor High School, a longtime neighborhood school, set 

out to become a destination for college-bound students from across 

Columbus. Renamed Eastmoor Academy, the open enrollment public 

high school quickly rose in popularity. Its academic rigor distinguishes 

it from other schools, as does its inclusion of competitive sports and 

performing arts programs. Eastmoor Academy also continues to  

attract students whose parents graduated from the former Eastmoor 

High School. Consequently, Eastmoor Academy’s pool of applicants  

is large and diverse, so even though it has an open enrollment policy, 

each spring a lottery system must decide who will join the Eastmoor 

community. 

Despite the school’s ambitions, it took a few years for Eastmoor 

Academy to excel academically. Teachers and parents credit a principal 

who came to the school nearly a decade ago with having created the 

culture and implemented the processes that put Eastmoor on a solid 

path to academic excellence. Under this principal’s leadership, teachers 

spend more time collaborating and working in teams to better align 

curricula, instruction and assessment between classes and across grade 

levels. To this day, instructional alignment and teacher collaborations 

are at the heart of Eastmoor’s success. 

�ree years ago, a new principal took over at Eastmoor Academy. 

Although principal transitions can be traumatic, Eastmoor’s sta� and 

parents recalled this transition positively. �ey saw their outgoing and 

incoming principals collaborate carefully in an e�ort to continue the 

school’s success. Today, the school’s new principal is loved by sta�, 

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

10TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

11TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

Eastmoor Academy 

High School

 
 
90.0% 
80.0%

 
94.8% 
87.7%

Columbus City  

School District

 
 
78.3% 
68.6%

 
87.3% 
78.8%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 5 

 (2004–05, 2006–07, 2008–09, 2009–10, 

 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Effective

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	696	(Black:	92%; 
 White: 4%; Economically Disadvantaged: 

 72%; Students with Disabilities: 16%; 

 Limited English Proficiency: 2%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 70%

•	 Grades	9–12

Columbus City School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	49,616	(Black: 
 59%; White: 27%; Hispanic: 7%;  

 Multiracial: 5%; Asian or Pacific Islander: 

 2%; Economically Disadvantaged: 82%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 17%; Limited 

 English Proficiency: 10%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 64.1%
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parents and students alike. �e consensus was that she not 

only maintains the positive school culture and educational 

quality she walked into, but has taken them to the next 

level. She successfully challenges teachers and students not 

to respond to success with complacency, but to take every 

step as tomorrow’s starting point. �e school’s academic 

goals have moved quickly from passing state tests to 

accelerating past them and from simply o�ering AP classes 

to ensuring students graduate with AP credits. 

Here are a few of the many aspects of  Eastmoor  

Academy’s culture that appear integral to the school’s 

continuing success. 

Mission statement

We heard that when the current principal came in three 

years ago, she felt that despite being a great school,  

Eastmoor lacked a strong, explicit and guiding mission 

statement—something that would serve as a daily reminder 

of the broader goals and values that inform teaching and 

learning at the school. One of her �rst initiatives, then,  

was to bring sta� together in a truly collaborative fashion, 

to work on a statement that expressed their aspirations for 

Eastmoor students and themselves. �ey came up with  

the following:

Eastmoor Academy students are rigorously educated in a 

nurturing environment, prepared for a lifetime of learning, 

leadership and service and empowered to be responsible 

citizens of the world. 

Sta�, students and parents told us that every morning 

before the school day begins, teachers and students recite 

this mission. �ey also refer to it when they need to 

encourage one another or when they are asked by outsiders 

what it is that makes Eastmoor unique.

Summer reading project

Incoming ninth graders at Eastmoor are confronted with 

the academy’s high academic expectations even before they 

set foot in a classroom. Every summer, all Eastmoor 

students, including the arriving freshman class, complete  

a summer reading and writing project. Freshman students 

�rst receive the assignment by email, then over the summer 

teachers volunteer one unpaid day in which students can 

come to school and get help with the assignment. Students 

hand in their assignment within the �rst week of the new 

school year, and their grade makes up 25 percent of the 

�rst grading period’s report card.

According to sta�, the goal of this project is multifold: 

Although it aims primarily to teach students how to work 

independently and o�set the loss of reading and writing 

skills that they commonly experience over the summer, it 

also serves to clearly communicate the school’s academic 

expectations to students and their parents. Moreover, 

teachers said that the summer project is a highly valuable 

tool for assessing incoming students’ strengths and weak-

nesses early on in the school year. Because at Eastmoor 

high expectations are coupled with a commitment to 

providing whatever is best for students, those who struggle 

to complete their summer assignment can get extra help 

from teachers in the �rst few weeks of the school year. 

Intervention teams

Transitioning into Eastmoor Academy can be a culture 

shock for even the most ambitious students. However, the 

school is prepared for the struggles that students experience 

when they are confronted with greater academic rigor than 

they had expected—or when they are unable to participate 

in sports because they don’t meet the academic require-

ments. In these situations, we were told, a designated 

intervention team—consisting of a teacher, a counselor 

and an administrator—works closely with the student and 

his or her parents to help the student stay on track. �ese 

“freshman intervention teams” identify struggling students 

early on, help them consistently and require parents to be a 

part of the solution. �roughout each grade level, similar 

high-intensity work is done by “individual assistance 

teams.” Like parents in other schools, Eastmoor Academy 

parents who have experience with intervention teams told 

us that they greatly appreciate their help. �ese parents feel 

they are given the professional advice they need and that 

the school has their best interests in mind.

When he got here, our son still had an elementary 

school mentality. It was a big adjustment for him. 

But the teachers worked with us, and that’s what I 

love about this school. �e teachers really work with 

you. �ey really want these kids to succeed. —Parent
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Parental engagement

At Eastmoor Academy, we saw an exceptionally orches-

trated approach toward engaging parents in their children’s 

education and, more generally, in the life of the school. 

Sta� told us that they make frequent phone calls to parents 

at home to keep them informed about their children’s 

progress as well as about activities and news from the 

school. Often, these are personal phone calls. In addition, 

each Saturday an upbeat and engaging message from the 

principal is sent out to parents on their home phone—

something that many parents said they look forward to. 

When parent-teacher conferences come up, our 

principal calls not once a week, but twice a week 

telling parents that there is a conference. She sends 

out newsletters also, but she mainly focuses on  

talking to parents personally. —Student

Moreover, Eastmoor Academy welcomes parents in the 

school building and provides plenty of opportunities for 

them to participate in events that celebrate the school’s 

extracurricular activities—athletics, performing arts and  

an extensive volunteering program—as well as individual 

students and the school’s academic achievements. At 

Eastmoor Academy, parents are not only in the audience  

or on the sidelines—fund-raising and organizing events—

they are also right on stage. At last year’s graduation, a 

parent choir, which formed and practiced in secret with  

the school’s music teacher, performed in honor of the 

graduating class.

School Profiles
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Robert A. Taft Information 
Technology High School

Cincinnati Public Schools, 

Cincinnati, Ohio

Located in the West End neighborhood of Cincinnati, Robert A. Taft 

Information Technology High School has been a neighborhood school 

for many years. Many of the school’s current students have parents and 

older family members who are Taft graduates. However, for a long time 

Taft was not serving its community well. It had become known as an 

unsafe place, where �res in the hallways were not uncommon and 

student dropouts were the norm. 

Taft High School’s story could easily have been a tragedy, but instead  

it is a feel-good drama in which good guys succeed against the odds. 

It’s a story of reform that began in 2001, when a charismatic new 

principal—who was himself brought up in the community and a  

Taft alum—reenergized teachers, initiated a partnership with a  

local business, motivated parents and students and reversed Taft’s 

downward trajectory. 

Today, Taft High School is unrecognizable. With academic success  

and community investments came a brand-new, state-of-the-art 

building. �ough it is not the cause of the school’s academic achieve-

ment, this building symbolizes the school’s dramatic reinvention and 

has become a great source of community pride. Since Taft’s turn-

around, its reform-minded principal has left for a higher post in the 

district. Yet Robert A. Taft Information Technology High School 

remains a destination school, drawing in transfer students from  

private schools and other districts. 

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

10TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

11TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

Robert A. Taft  

Information Technology 

High School 
 
 
93.4% 
93.3%

 
100% 
100%

Cincinnati Public 

Schools

 
 
85.1% 
78.7%

 
93.5% 
88.1%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 4 

 (2007–08, 2008–09, 2009–10, 2010–11)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	514	(Black:	91%; 
 White: 6%; Economically Disadvantaged: 

 73%; Students with Disabilities: 24%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 60.4%

•	 2010	National	Blue	Ribbon	Schools	award

•	 Grades	9–12

Cincinnati Public Schools 

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	32,009	(Black: 
 67%; White: 24%; Hispanic: 3%;  

 Multiracial: 5%; Asian or Pacific Islander: 

 1%; Economically Disadvantaged: 70%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 21%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 68.6%
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“Failure is not an option”

Everything trickles down. Nothing trickles up. If 

there’s a strong leadership with a very solid goal in 

mind, that’s going to trickle down to the teachers;  

and when I came here last year, there was no question 

about what the expectations were. Every teacher  

here could name them. Failure is not an option.  

—Teacher

When the school’s former principal came to Taft in 2001, 

he brought with him a motto that we heard again and 

again: “Failure is not an option.” A rallying cry, a motivator 

and his own guiding principle, this motto summarizes  

the cultural shift and leadership methods that brought  

Taft out of the gutter and into the ranks of Ohio’s most 

successful schools. 

Everyone expected the new, reform-minded principal to 

clean house. But we were told that he did not �re a single 

teacher. Instead, he spoke with each educator individually 

and asked whether each one felt okay working for the 

worst high school in the city. Teachers answered, “No!” 

Taft, this principal found, had a dedicated and caring 

faculty, but they were not organized behind a common 

goal. Along with a core group of educators the new 

principal brought with him, the entire sta� committed 

themselves to turning their school around together, by 

whatever means necessary. And their principal held them 

to their commitment.

He was well-known to use both the carrot and the stick  

to get people to do what he thought was best for the kids. 

During his tenure, reliance on contractual protections  

was minimized. �e former principal extracted what he 

thought was important from teachers by appealing to their 

sense of what’s right and what kids need. In return, we 

heard, the principal gave teachers �exibility and support  

by, for example, volunteering to take over their classes 

when they were having a hard day and supporting them  

in troublesome exchanges with parents. 

All of this functioned to inspire sta� to develop shared 

goals and values, as well as a sense of professionalism. 

“Failure is not an option” became the motto of the school. 

And, according to sta�, discipline and order—once critical 

problems—were addressed. With those issues under 

control, teachers found themselves in an environment in 

which they could actually teach. Daily rigor and a focus on 

writing and reading became the norm. Test scores started to 

improve, and in 2010 Taft was designated a National Blue 

Ribbon School by the U.S. Department of Education.

In-house professional development

He would require us to read current trend books.  

He would give us all copies of those books and  

expect us to have read them when we came to sta� 

meetings. He would say, “Okay, have this chapter 

read by the time you get to the sta� meeting.”  

We would discuss it. —Teacher

Teachers at Taft recounted that their new principal makes 

them better by expecting more of them—always pushing 

them to be better. Part of his strategy has been instigating 

more in-house professional development opportunities. 

Teachers at Taft, as at the other schools we visited, told us 

they typically �nd such opportunities more useful than 

out-of-house trainings precisely because the former are 

better tailored to issues they actually deal with in the school 

and often spark important conversations with colleagues. 

In particular, Taft teachers appreciate the talk circles their 

former principal cultivated. In those, faculty read and 

discuss meaningful books about teamwork and manage-

ment, among other topics. 

What we started doing was, we would have sta� 

meetings that were book talks. He would introduce 

motivational pieces for us to read, and we would 

collaborate and discuss [them] in sta� meetings.  

We would handle school business, then we would 

move to these texts that we read and do di�erent 

things about team building. He was really, really big 

on the concept of relationships. If you want to 

establish that kind of culture, then you have to be 

able to connect to make everybody feel like they’re 

part of it. —Administrator

School Profiles
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Cincinnati Bell partnership: tutoring  

and incentive programs

During his tenure, Taft’s former principal formed a 

relationship with Cincinnati Bell CEO John F. Cassidy, 

and together the two forged a successful partnership 

between their institutions. �e partnership, which contin-

ues today, consists of two key components: an extensive 

tutoring and mentoring program and ample incentives to 

motivate student achievement. Cincinnati Bell also 

provides internship opportunities for students and gener-

ously supports the school’s IT needs.  

�e tutoring provided by Cincinnati Bell is systematic, 

purposeful and e�ective. It focuses on getting students to 

pass the Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) by matching the 

strengths of tutors (for instance, in science, math and 

reading) to the academic needs of students. It even goes so 

far as to pair students and tutors who share some common 

characteristic—a language, an ethnicity, an interest, a 

gender—anything that will help rapport develop. �e 

tutoring relationship typically lasts two years. We heard 

that, supposedly, not one Cincinnati Bell employee who 

has committed to the program has missed a session over 

the past eight years. Employees are transported from their 

o�ce buildings to Taft by bus during the workday twice a 

week. A healthy breakfast is provided. Students take it 

seriously. And OGT scores go up.

�e incentives are substantial. �ey vary by grade and 

include such items as cellphones and service, laptops and 

Internet access, and BestBuy gift cards, all donated by 

Cincinnati Bell. But they are not easy to get: Students must 

achieve a high GPA to receive an incentive—and they must 

maintain a high GPA to keep it. Further, participation in 

sports and extracurricular activities are tied to GPA as well. 

We were told that not one student who has received a 

laptop or cellphone has had to give it back. 

Beyond the material bene�ts, however, Taft High School’s 

partnership with Cincinnati Bell provides youngsters and 

parents with the feeling that someone important in the 

community cares about this school and the people in it.  

A school that was once almost forgotten now matters.

�ings started to change the �rst year that Cincinnati 

Bell started o�ering major incentives. Prior to their 

involvement, I never heard students talking, really 

giving a damn about their grades. Suddenly, there 

was the possibility of having the use of a laptop 

computer or a free telephone, then the scholarship 

program they’re giving away. �ey give out ten 

$20,000 scholarships every year. �ose kinds of 

incentives said to the kids that people cared about 

them outside of the school. —Teacher

School Profiles
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MC2 STEM High School Cleveland Metropolitan School  

District, Cleveland, Ohio

�e buzzing of interactive museum exhibits, the pounding of kids’ feet 

and their excited cries echo through Cleveland’s Great Lakes Science 

Center. �e ground �oor of this complex is home to the ninth grade of 

MC2 STEM High School, an innovative public school that focuses on 

science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) education. If 

youthful energy de�nes the school’s ninth-grade site, energy of another 

sort de�nes its tenth, housed on the campus of GE’s global lighting 

headquarters in East Cleveland’s Nela Park. Each grade at MC2 is 

located at one of three sites across Cleveland, and students eventually 

earn the opportunity to work internships across the city and attend 

college courses at nearby institutions.

MC2’s various locations provide the backdrop for a high school 

experience fundamentally di�erent from that at more traditional 

institutions. At MC2 STEM High School, instruction centers around 

cross-disciplinary projects, and student work is often completed in 

groups. Grading is based on any demonstrated understanding of 

content rather than onetime assessments, and attention is paid to 

preparing students for professional environments. Teachers emphasized 

to us that test prep is not a part of their program; administration and 

teachers believe success on state assessments will come naturally from 

the school’s accelerated curriculum and attention to problem-solving 

strategies. When students need additional help, community partners 

provide tutors as well as mentors and experts who enrich and assist in 

teachers’ e�orts. And all of this is accomplished at a public school that 

must function entirely within the city school district, a fact that the 

school’s principal considers essential.

2010-2011 

Overall Proficiency 

on State Tests by Grade

10TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

11TH GRADE 
Reading 
Mathematics

MC2 STEM  

High School

 
 
95.0% 
85.0%

 
93.8% 
93.8%

Cleveland Metropolitan 

School District

 
 
67.6% 
58.7%

 
81.0% 
73.6%

•	 Years	as	School of Promise: 0 

 (at the time of our study, MC2 had  

 not yet graduated its first class)

•	 2010–11	Report	Card	rating:	Excellent

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	214	(Black:	74%; 
 White: 17%; Hispanic: 6%; Economically 

 Disadvantaged: 100%; Students with 

 Disabilities: 9%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 50%

•	 Grades	9–12

Cleveland Metropolitan School District

•	 Average	daily	enrollment:	43,202	 
 (Black: 68%; White: 15%; Hispanic: 13%; 

 Multiracial: 3%; Asian or Pacific Islander: 

 1%; Economically Disadvantaged: 100%; 

 Students with Disabilities: 23%; Limited 

 English Proficiency: 6%)

•	 Teachers	with	at	least	a	master’s	 
 degree: 50.2%
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�e school was started by the district. So the district 

can say, “Look: We can do something di�erent,  

we can be di�erent. Look what you can do.” If we 

were a charter school, none of that could necessarily  

be said. —Principal

�e school’s principal hopes the school will provide an 

example to other public schools that innovation is not the 

sole territory of independent schools. Working within  

the system, a public school can indeed bring about pro-

found changes and inspiring results. Despite signi�cant 

challenges encountered in its �rst four years, MC2 is set  

to graduate its �rst class. Visionary leadership and an 

articulated, ingrained mission have kept MC2 true to its 

uncommon format. Following are just a few of the policies 

and practices that de�ne MC2 STEM High School’s 

approach to education.

Project-based learning

At MC2, instructional practices are everything. �is 

school’s distinctive curriculum uni�es all subjects behind 

common projects. Each teacher’s lessons, to varying 

degrees, contribute to each project’s �nal product, and all 

material is contextualized in terms of each project’s theme. 

�roughout the school year, students complete a number 

of successive projects. 

Students must often complete projects in groups, which 

they are tasked with forming themselves and in which  

each student performs a distinct function aligned with his 

or her interests, skills, needs and goals. Students and sta� 

say that group work acclimates students to the way work 

often proceeds “in the real world,” while also teaching 

them that they are personally responsible for the team-

mates they choose.

Collaboration among teachers is built in to MC2 STEM’s 

project-based instructional model. At a common planning 

session before the beginning of each quarter, teachers across 

disciplines work together to devise lesson plans that meet 

the standards of each content area within the theme 

(“capstone”) of a speci�c project. We heard that teachers 

whose content areas contribute to projects in tandem (for 

example, math and science) will on occasion team-teach. 

Furthermore, the small number of teachers in each grade 

means that teachers constantly interact with one another. 

At least one teacher commented that she had learned much 

about her colleagues’ areas as a result of the coordination 

necessary in the project-based environment. However, 

teachers noted that because the grades are located on 

separate campuses, cross-grade teacher interaction is rare.

A professional environment

Sta� at MC2 aim to create an environment that simulates 

what might be expected of students in the workforce. �e 

school is in session year-round, with three-week breaks 

after each quarter, and it has a school day that goes from 

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Students expressed mild disdain for 

this schedule, but they were quick to admit that it is 

positive for their overall education. Some also noted that 

given the neighborhoods they come from, MC2’s schedule 

keeps them busy rather than allowing them too much time 

in an environment that could distract them from their 

academic goals.

You’re staying in school while other people are out in 

the streets doing something that they’re not supposed 

to be doing. —Student

Class schedules are �uid, con�gured at the start of each 

school day depending upon the demands of that day’s work. 

Each day is split between time for individual classes and time 

to complete project work, and students move between the 

two seamlessly, in an environment devoid of bells. 

At MC2, we found students are expected to dress in a 

“smart casual” way and act professionally—especially on 

campuses that are open to the public or subject to stricter 

behavioral guidelines than at typical city schools, like the 

Great Lakes Science Center and GE’s Nela Park. Further-

more, students receive instruction in how to talk to 

potential employers and prepare résumés. Later in their 

high school careers, they �nd themselves in internships, 

interacting with GE employees and possibly attending 

college classes, all activities that demand—and instruct 

in—professional deportment.

School Profiles
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Business, academic and community  

partnerships

MC2 has strong, formal community relationships with a 

large number of partner organizations such as GE, NASA, 

the Great Lakes Science Center, various institutions of 

higher learning and other organizations—including the 

Cleveland and George Gund foundations and the Greater 

Cleveland Partnership, which collectively raised local  

funds to get the school started. Partners provide content, 

instructors and tutors for MC2’s project-based curriculum. 

Partnerships also allow seniors at MC2 to work internships 

around the city of Cleveland, and some students apply  

for and attend college courses on local campuses.

In Cleveland, GE has a particularly strong history of 

supporting education. When the opportunity to organize 

MC2 arose, GE was eager to help. Today, the company 

contributes manpower, expertise and real estate. GE 

created a full-time liaison position to manage its relation-

ship with MC2 and the volunteer opportunities that it 

provides for their employees. �rough this partnership, 

MC2 places each of its tenth-grade students at the GE 

campus with a GE employee. �e student and his or her 

adult “buddy” regularly have lunch together, usually in 

GE’s corporate lunchroom. Our conversations with 

students indicated that the nature of students’ relationships 

with their buddies varies from very professional and school 

focused to personal, with an emphasis on general life 

advice. Students might also use their buddy as a reference 

in job or college applications.

Mastery system of grading

Instruction at MC2 is based on “mastery.” Although 

students receive letter grades on their work, they are  

not allowed to leave a concept behind until their  

teacher determines that they have mastered it. Mastery is 

determined by high grades or by alternative assessments—

that is, a teacher may determine mastery by whatever 

means he or she deems appropriate, not solely on the  

basis of formal tests and graded assessments. 

�e mastery system helps kids not be afraid to fail. 

Failure isn’t the end. Failure is part of the learning 

process; and if you weren’t successful on the �rst try, 

let’s see what you did well, let’s see what you didn’t do 

well and let’s �nd out how we can improve next time. 

—Principal

In the mastery system, students are allowed to proceed at 

their own pace. Teachers give advanced students increas-

ingly di�cult work or a larger volume of work, while 

struggling students can take the time they need to demon-

strate understanding of the material in whatever way they 

are most able to do so. Additionally, students are never left 

behind with a bad grade and little to no understanding of a 

concept. Teachers stick with students until they have 

demonstrated a working knowledge of each piece of 

information. 

A lot of schools are just pushing kids on. Students may 

be reading at a second-grade level, but here you are in 

sixth grade. But the students here have to master their 

projects in every class, in everything in that class, 

before they’re promoted to the next level, and that is 

something I love. —Parent
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Methodology 

Sample Selection

A total of nine Ohio public schools participated in this 

study. �ese schools were selected to make up a geographi-

cally diverse sample (rural, urban and suburban schools 

from across the state) and to represent various types of 

both primary and secondary schools, including traditional 

public schools, community (charter) schools and lottery-

based public schools. All schools demonstrated outstanding 

academic achievement.

Six of the nine schools in this study were chosen from  

the state of Ohio’s 2010–11 Schools of Promise list. All six 

were also recognized as Schools of Promise in the previous 

academic year (2009–10) and at least one additional year. 

�e requirements for the 2010–11 Schools of Promise award 

are as follows: 

•	 At least 40 percent of the student body was “economi-

cally disadvantaged”—this designation is linked to a 

student’s eligibility for free or reduced-price lunches, as 

recorded in Ohio’s Education Management Informa-

tion System (that being said, each of the schools 

selected had a student body in excess of 50 percent 

“economically disadvantaged”). 

•	 �e school met adequate yearly progress. 

•	 �e school’s graduation rate2 was at least 85 percent. 

•	 On the Ohio Achievement Test (OAT) and/or Ohio 

Graduation Test (OGT) in reading and mathematics:

 – In 2010–11, at least 75 percent of all students in 

  tested grades passed, at least 75 percent of students 

  in the economically disadvantaged subgroup3 in 

  tested grades passed and at least 75 percent of 

  students in each racial or ethnic subgroup4 in tested 

  grades passed; and

 – In 2009–10, at least 65 percent of all students in 

  tested grades5 passed.

•	 On OGTs, in 2010–11, at least 85 percent of  

all eleventh graders, 85 percent of economically 

disadvantaged eleventh graders and 85 percent  

of eleventh graders in each racial or ethnic  

subgroup passed.

•	 If applicable, the school received a “Met” or “Above” 

for the 2010–11 value-added composite score.

�e requirements for the 2009–10 Schools of Promise  

award were identical except that on the OATs and OGTs, 

passage percentages were required for either reading or 

mathematics. In 2010–11, requirements included both—

not either—of the subjects.

�e three remaining schools chosen for this study were  

not on the 2010-11 Schools of Promise list; however, they  

are all high-needs schools with exceptional academic 

reputations. Two of these schools have shown remarkable 

improvements in student performance in recent years and 

fell short of receiving the Schools of Promise award in 2011 

by only a couple of students. �e remaining school is 

comparatively new and had not graduated its �rst class of 

seniors at the time of the study, but it otherwise exceeded 

all requirements of the Schools of Promise award.

Procedure

A two-person research team visited each participating 

school for two to three days in May 2012. In each school, 

we conducted focus groups with teachers, parents and 

students, respectively. �is methodology allowed us to 

speak to most, in some cases all, teachers in each school 

and to a sample of students and parents who represented 

di�erent grade levels. Participants were recruited with the 

help of a designated school sta�—for instance, an adminis-

trator from the principal’s o�ce. Each focus group took 

place in a room at the school. Conversation lasted about 

two hours. All groups were audio-recorded, and a subset of 

groups was also video-recorded. Participants were assured 

that everything they said would be treated con�dentially 

2 �e graduation requirement applies only where �ve or more students were supposed to graduate in the given school year. 
3 Only grades with �ve or more economically disadvantaged test takers are considered. 
4 �e racial and ethnic subgroups tracked are White, Non-Hispanic; Black, Non-Hispanic; Hispanic; Asian/Paci�c Islander; and American Indian/Alaska Native.  

 Only groups with �ve or more test takers are considered. 
5 �e tested grades are 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 10th.
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and that video recordings would be used for research 

purposes only. We sought active parental consent from 

students who participated in the video-recorded focus 

groups. Participating teachers and parents were paid a  

small stipend for their time. For participating students,  

we provided pizza and other snacks deemed appropriate  

by the school leadership. 

In addition, across the schools we visited, we conducted  

up to 10 individual interviews with school leaders, support 

sta� and community partners. In a few school districts,  

we were also able to speak to district o�ce representatives. 

Each interview was conducted either in person or on the 

phone. Interviews were tape-recorded and lasted up to 60 

minutes. Interviewees were thanked for their time, and 

each participating school received a monetary donation  

for its participation in this project. 

* Citizens Academy is a charter school not within a school district.

School Name

Citizens Academy Elementary School

East Garfield Elementary School

Eastmoor Academy High School

Grove Patterson Academy Elementary School

Hannah J. Ashton Middle School

MC2 STEM High School

Northwest High School

River Valley Middle School

Robert A. Taft Information Technology High School

City

Cleveland

Steubenville

Columbus

Toledo

Reynoldsburg

Cleveland

McDermott

Bidwell

Cincinnati

District

Breakthrough Charter Schools*

Steubenville City

Columbus City

Toledo City

Reynoldsburg City

Cleveland Metropolitan

Northwest Local

Gallia County Local

Cincinnati Public

List of participating schools
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